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COLLECTIVE BARGAINING OF PROFESSIONAL NURSES
IN VOLUNTARY, NOT-FOR-PROFIT HSOPITALS:

DEVELOPMENT, ISSUES AND GUIDELINES

Collective bargaining in health care facilities is highly controver
sial. There is little consensus among administrators, boards of trustees, 
and hospital associations in regard to unionism. Those opposed argue that 

collective bargaining can have only a stifling effect on the employees, 
thus endangering the patient. Some fear unionization because of the 
strength and power they feel the unions will exert. Perhaps the most con
troversial issue of all is the collective bargaining carried on by state 
nurses' associations and the powerful force of the American Nurses Associ
ation's Economic Security Program.

Many experts in the field of labor relations believe that if more 
attention had been given to employee affairs in hospitals in the past, 
present collective bargaining attempts might have been prevented. However, 
the best of personnel policies could not have been adequate to prevent 
the collective bargaining attempts of the nursing profession. Nursing asso

ciations, as organizations of professionals, are after more than better 
hours, more pay, better and increased benefits; they have always linked 
collective bargaining with better paitent care and the recruitment of nurses. 
The nursing profession of today is a highly professionalized group demand
ing voice in the operation of the hospital organization.

This movement cannot be divorced from the environmental and organ“ 
izational development of hospitals, nor from the lack of labor legislation 
pertaining to health care facilities. Therefore, each will briefly be



dealt with as a short background. Hopefully, this will serve to give a 
better understanding and insight into recent developments in state labor 
statutes and their implications, the development of the ANA's Economic 
Security Program, and some of the issues peculiar to the collective bar

gaining of professional nurses with voluntary, not-for-profit hospitals.

DEVELOPMENT
Hospital Organization and Environment as Distinct from Industrial

There are gross and important differences among hospitals. There are 
proprietary hospitals, rural community hospitals, religious-administered 
hospitals. There are general hospitals and specialist hospitals devoted 
to specific diseases. Such variations make the hospital industry unique 
and give to the hospitals a character which varies widely and significantly. 
Although the primary aim or goal of all hospitals is the same —  the appli
cation of therapy to persons rather than the production of goods, many 
other significant elements vary. Technology and clientele vary; staff org

anizations vary; some are run for profit, some not-for-profit; some are 
government operated, others are operated by religious groups. Yet, accord

ing to Eliot Freidson, all hospitals have a common trait which distinguishes 
them from private industry. They are accessible. ̂ All hospitals, regard

less of other differences, tend to be part of the public domain.

Accessibility of Hospitals. The environment in which hospitals have 
operated throughout history has been a big factor in causing their accessi

bility. The founding, reform, governing, or decline of hospitals, more than 
any other organization outside of government, has been formed by the demands

^Eliot Freidson, ed., The Hospital in Modern Society (Glencoe,
Illinois: The Free Press, 1963), p. viii.
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of the political and economic forces of the community which it serves. 
Therefore, it seems that an understanding of how this dependence on public 
opinion shapes much of the hospital policy would be helpful. This same 

environment has caused the classical model of bureaucratic organization to 
be far removed from hospital organization and, thus, distinguishes it from 

the industrial organizations in which collective bargaining is so vital a 
part of the organizational system. Some of these distinguishing charact
eristics are dual line of authority, the advisory pattern of control of the 
medical staff, licensing authorities, and state and federal control.

Why are hospitals considered to be part of the public domain? The 
answer lies in the fact that arrangements to provide for the needs of the 
sick have always been intimately linked with the varying economic, political, 
social, and cultural conditions that govern the life of man. The hospitals 
which developed up through the 15th century varied considerably in purpose, 
and there were variations in the way they functioned. The medieval hos
pital was not only a center for medical care but a philanthropic and spiri

tual institution as well. This was a result of the premise on which the 
whole system developed —  the religious obligation to provide care and sup
port for the sick, poor, and disabled. As such it enjoyed certain privileges 

and rights. Frequently the hospital was tax exempt. Endowments, legacies, 
donations, offerings provided the financial basis for the medieval hospital.^ 

From their very inception, then, hospitals were considered to be ’’charitable" 
institutions serving society. Those who worked in the hospital did so from 
a sense of religious obligation and received room and board as payment. 2

2George Rosen, 1 The Hospital: Historical Sociology of a Community 
Institution,'" in The Hospital in Modern Society, ed. by Eliot Freidson 
(Glencoe, Illinois: The Free Press, 1963), p. 1.



4.
As the medieval system declined, the hospital came increasingly under 

governmental jurisdiction. Municipal authorities began to take over the 
administrative duties and became responsible for financing the facilities.
By the end of the Reformation period, the idea that health and welfare was 
a community affair was firmly established.^ The hospital, as an institution, 
was expected to serve society by helping the suffering, by diminishing 
poverty, and by maintaining public order. The hospital has clearly emerged 
as an instrument of the public.

The 18th and 19th centuries saw a growth of hospitals which exempli
fied major political and social ideas such as mercantilism and enlightened 
depotism, private initiative and cooperative action, and the concept of a 
national health policy. During this time, health problems were handled by 
local governments, the primary motive for caring for the sick switched 
from religious obligation to one with two dominant facets: an insistance 

on order, efficiency, and social discipline, and a concern with the condition 
of men. A growing social conscience was emerging which was humitarian in 

nature, but, which was also steeped in a firm belief that it was cheaper 
in terms of social economy to provide medical care in an accessible manner 
so that sick persons could be returned to a useful place in society.^

By the start of the 20th century, hospitals were admitting paying 
patients in private rooms. The hospital was no longer solely dependent 
upon endowments and charitable contributions. Also, by this time "health" 
was emerging as a "right" which should be available to everyone regardless 
of need or of ability to pay. This increased demand caused hospitals to 
grow in size and complexity, disturbing the organizational relationships

^Ibid.t pp. 13-18.
*Ibid.■ p. 23.



within the hospital. Hospitals began to require a more explicit organiza
tional setting and division of labor. Yet, the features derived from its 
past hung on even when not consistent with new goals and norms. The hos
pital, as an institution, was too deeply imbedded as a public domain. For 
this reason, it has long been considered unethical, and by some as immoral, 
for hospital employees to organize in the form of labor unions. This 
proved particularly true for nurses. The Economic Security Program of the 

American Nurses Association is the result of the failure of hospital organi
zation to include employee relations in its ever changing and growing set

ting and of the failure of legislation to include hospitals in labor laws. 
Social and Economic Factors

Today, however, a variety of social and economic factors are shaping 
a more favorable climate for equal treatment for nurses employed by hospitals 
—  more specifically, not-for-profit hospitals. 5 Some of the more influen
tial developments are as follows:

1) Health has become everybody's business. National attention is 
focused as never before on the problem of providing adequate health care 

for the population. Primarily under the impetus of rising hospital costs 
and higher insurance premiums, studies of hospital care have been launched 
by governmental agencies. Hundreds of articles have debated the pros and 

cons of various national health plans. More information is available and 
more people are informed and want to know more.

2) Hospital industry has grown to be big business. In 1931, six out 
of every one hundred persons in the United States were admitted to a general 
hospital; by 1963, the admission rate had more than dobuled, to almost

5"Not-for-profit" hospitals are here considered distinct from 
governmental and proprietory hospitals because of their "charitable" 
character as defined by Taft-Hartley.

5
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fifteen out of every one hundred persons.^ Today it is even greater.

There is a steady expansion of hospital facilities, much of it financed 
with federal assistance. Today's hospital is a complex business institu
tion as well as a medical center. The health care industry of today is 
one of the fastest growing sectors of the American economy. As of 1970, 
it was the third largest industry in number of employees with 2.856 million. * 7

3) Health insurance plans are increasingly a major source of 
hospital income. Less than ever before can hospitals claim exemption based 
on their "charitable" status. In 1958, the American Hospital Association 
reported that insurance plans accounted for 56% of the income of voluntary 

short-term hospitals. That was 14 years ago; today, nearly every patient 
has some sort of prepayment plan, medicare, or pays direct.

4) Public attention has been focused on women's rights. Studies 
have shown that poverty is more heavily concentrated among families headed 
by women and among single women than among families with a male head or 

single men. Also, through women's liberation movements, jobs held by 
women are now considered by the public at large, if not by employers, to 
be equal with those of men, and should be ranked and paid accordingly.^

The Economic Security Program of the American Nurses Association

Development. American norms about competitive striving toward suc
cess and wealth cause considerable frustration among professional nurses. 
Consequently, American nurses seek more prestige, autonomy, responsibility,

6American Nurses Association, Laws Affecting Nurses' Economic Security 
(New York: The Association, Economic Security Unit, 1965), p. 9.

7"Questions and Answers," Hospitals, Vol. 46 (March 16, 1972), 30.
OSee Womanpower, National Manpower Council (New York: Columbia 

University Press, 1957).
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and rewards than ever before. In Twenty Thousand Nurses Tell Their Story^, 
a study conducted by the American Nurses Association of the functions of the 
nurse, the satisfaction which nurses claim to find in their profession are 

general and diffuse, but when they talk of their grievances and frustrations, 
they can render a list of particulars which shows plenty of thought. Dis

satisfaction with salary and opportunity for advancement headed the list 
while lack of any say so in the rendering of patient care was high. This 
demand for a say so in the care of patients is the reflection of their pro
fessionalism. The unionization of nurses is a fairly new phenomenon even 
though it got its official start in 1946. Although there are many specific 
reasons for this movement, the broader picture must include the economic 

trend toward service industries, a new public opinion toward "not-for-profit" 
institutions, changes in laws and regulations relating to employees, and the 
evolvement of nursing as a profession.

Anne B. Somers lists six main reasons for the low level of unionization 
in hospitals before the 60's: (1 ) the occupational orientation of profes

sional and technical employees; (2) the low educational level and high turn
over of non-profit institution employees; (3) the lack of a large hospital 
union and the disinterest of top labor leaders; (4) race relations complica
tions; (5) opposition by hospital management; and (6) the lack of facilitating 
legislation in most states.-̂-0 Today many of these reasons are no longer 

prevalent. With hospitals being covered by the Fair Labor Standards Act, 
turnover has become less of a problem; with the Civil Rights Movement, race

^Everett C. Hughes, Helen MacGill Hughes, and Irwin Deutscher,
Twenty Thousand Nurses Tell Their Story (Philadelphia, Pennsylvania:
J. B. Lippincott Company, 1958).

10Anne R. Somers, Hospital Regulation: The Dilemma of Public 
Policy (Princeton, New Jersey: Princeton University Press, 1969).
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relations are no longer a complication; professionals are organizing within 
their professional organizations to conduct union activities. The opposi
tion of hospital management and the lack of labor legislation remain as 

the primary factors against unionization in hospitals. The ANA has made 
greater inroads toward the removal of these two obstacles than any other 
professional organization —  union or non-union. Because of the emphasis 

placed on economic security and collective bargaining by the ANA it has 
been said that "The idea of professionals organizing for collective bargain

ing may be said to have moved from the unthinkable and unnecessary through 

the stage of a necessary evil to that of a necessary good."̂ -*-
Even though the need among the professional nurses for a union approach 

to their employment problems has become increasingly popular, labor unions 
will probably not bp the form of organization to which they will turn for 
assistance. The ANA has moved significantly in the direction of collective 
bargaining since its first official statement in that regard in 1946. Eco

nomic protection for its members has large been one of the ANA's goals.
When the Nurses' Associated Alumnae of the United States and Canada was es
tablished in 1897, its stated purpose was the promotion ", . .of the finan- 

cial and other interests of the nursing profession." Prompted by the de
pression, the ANA recommended that nurses not join unions but rather that 

"in their professional associations nurses have the instruments best fitted 
and equipped to improve every phase of their working and profession lives. * 13

-'•■'-David R. Matlack, "Goals and Trends in the Unionization of Health 
Professionals," Hospital Progress, Voi. 53 (February, 1972), 41.

-'-̂G. J. Griffin and J. Griffin, Jensen's History and Trends of 
Professional Nursing (6th ed.; St. Louis, Missouri: C. V. Mosby Company, 
1969).

13Daniel H. Kruger, "Bargaining and the Nursing Profession," Monthly 
Labor Review, Voi. 84 (July, 1961), 699.
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Purpose of the Economic Security Program. In September, 1946, the 

House of Delegates of the ANA officially initiated the Economic Security 
Program with a policy stating:

The American Nurses Association believes that the several state 
and district nurses' associations are qualified to act and should 
act as the exclusive agents of their respective memberships in 
the important field of economic security and collective bargain
ing. The Association urges all state and district nurses' asso
ciations to push such a program vigorously and expeditiously.1^

This statement has proved to be the main thrust behind a long-range, com
prehensive program of collective action designed to attract and retain 
nurses in the profession and to improve their working conditions. It was 

recognized during the 1946 convention that satisfactory working conditions 
are essential to the rendering of quality nursing service. Prior to the 

establishment of this program, the techniques and procedures used by nurses 
to improve their working conditions consisted of making ineffective recom

mendations to employers. Therefore, the Association felt that more effec
tive use of existing professional associations was required to solve the 
problems of nurses and nursing. A report given at the convention recomm

ended that organized nursing assume the responsibility for advancing the 

social and economic security of nurses rather than leave it to organizations
1 c.outside nursing.

Subsequently, the convention unanimously adopted the Economic Security 

Irogram. The program has two objectives: "(1 ) to secure for nurses, through 
their professional associations, protection and improvement of their economic 
security —  reasonable and satisfactory conditions of employment ; and 5

1̂ American Nurses Association, Major Official Policies Relating to 
t-hJ?._ggonomic Security Program (New York: The Association, 1965), p. 1 .

l5Raymond Rich Associates, "Report on the Structure of Organized 
Nursing, American Journal of Nursing. Vol. 46 (October, 1946)“ 659-60.
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(2) . . .  to assure the public that professional nursing service of high 
quality and in sufficient quantity will be available for the sick of the 
country."IS

The Code for Professional Nurses adopted in 1950 and revised in 1960 
states in section 1 0 :

The nurse, acting through her professional organization, 
participates responsibly in establishing terms and conditions 
of employment.

The interpretation of this statement prepared by the ANA Committee Stan
dards states that:

1 . . the statement expresses the commitment of the profession 
to the principle of collective bargaining and its unequivocal 
acceptance by the House of Delegates indicates that as a pro
fessional group, nurses find collective bargaining not only 
acceptable, but a part of the responsibility of members of the 
profession. . . . the effective application of high standards 
and ideals in the daily nursing routine depends upon favorable 
employment conditions —  conditions which nurses themselves have 
helped to establish. The standards, dignity, and status of 
nursing cannot be maintained unless economic and personal con
siderations are congruent with nursing functions and responsi
bilities. The nursing needs of the nation cannot be met 
without adequate economic motivation for new recruits to enter 
the profession. The responsibilities nurses have assumed 
and which are stated throughout the Code cannot be effectively 
implemented without participation by nurses in the establish
ment of terms and conditions of employment. "Terms and con
ditions of employment" includes not only salaries but such 
factors as opportunity for inservice education and other means 
of professional growth, provision for health maintenance, and, 
in fact, the very assurance itself that nurses will have the 
right to participate in establishing appropriate employment 
conditions. . .

In order to carry out this program, the ANA developed policies to serve 
as guidelines for the state associations in the conduct of collective bar
gaining and established an economic security unit to provide needed assistance * *

16"The American Nurses Association Economic Security Program,"
American Journal of Nursing, Vol. 47 (February, 1947), 70.

^American Nurses Association, Laws Affecting Nurses' Economic Security 
(New York: The Association, Economic Security Unit, 1965), p. 5.
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to the states. The following policies reflect the attitude of professional 
nurses toward collective bargaining: (1 ) the conduct of the program itself;
(2) the membership policy; (3) the no-strike pledge; (4) the neutral positions 
of nurses in labor disputes.

In adopting this program, the ANA affirmed that the state and district 
associations should act as the exclusive agents of their respective member
ships in the fields of economic security and collective bargaining. The 

national association serves as guide, interpreter, and clearing house, as 
well as a source of moral support. The state nurses associations are charged 
with the responsibility for the program because they are felt to have, "the 
resources, objectivity, prestige, and unified knowledge necessary to carry on 
a successful economic security program; the district associations are believed 
to be too limited in resources and their boundaries to arbitrarily defined. " 18 19

The "nurses in dispute" policy was adopted in 1950 to provide a guide to 
individual nurses for "their proper conduct during employer-employee negoti
ations or disputes in their places of work." Because professional nurses 
have direct legal and ethical obligations to patients, the ANA declared that 
they

" . . .  should maintain a scrupulously neutral position in regard to 
labor-management relations between employers and non-nurse employees.
. . . They should neither refuse, as partisans of the non-nurse em
ployees, or fail to carry out their proper and necessary nursing 
duties, nor, as partisans of management, accept the assignment of 
duties normally discharged by non-nurse personnel unless a clear 
and present danger to patients exists."1^

The "doctrine of personal responsibility" takes precedence should the occas
ion demand it.

18"Criteria for the Evaluation of State Programs in Relation to Official 
National Policy," American Journal of Nursing, Vol. 49 (October. 1949).
656-657.

195American Nurses Association, Manual for Economic Security Program 
(2nd ed.; New York: The Association, 1956), p. 5.
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Recognizing that the nursing profession and employers of nurses share 

the responsibility for providing adequate nursing service to the public, 

the ANA adopted the no-strike policy in 1950. It reaffirmed the belMf that 
the professional nurse's responsibilities required " . . .  voluntary relin
quishment of the exercise of the right to strike and of the use of any other 
measures wherever they may be inconsistent with the professional nurse's 

responsibility to patients. " 20 The conviction that this voluntary relin
quishment of measures ordinarily available to employees in their efforts to 
improve working conditions imposes on employers an increased obligation to 
recognize and deal justly with nurses through their authorized representa

tives in all matters affecting their employment conditions was also reaffirmed 
and is being upheld in more and more state legislatures. This topic is dealt 
with in greater detail later.

Organization. With these policies as their main guidelines, the ANA has 
developed a unique approach to collective bargaining. The state associations 
are responsible for the program; therefore, the ANA itself neither engages in 

any collective bargaining nor establishes minimum employment standards. The 
board of directors of the state association is directly responsible for the 
overall administration of the program, of which its executive secretary is 
the chief administrator. The state association negotiates with employers 
when authorized to do so by the nurses involved. Every effort is made to 
get a 100 percent authorization from the nurses so as to strengthen their 

bargaining position. The state associations do not bargain with state hospital 
associations, but do have agreements with local hospital councils. They per
form a variety of other functions in .connection with the Economic Security 
Program. Of particular significance to the collective bargaining process is

20Ibid., p. 4.
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the organizing of local units, maintaining closer liason with the district 
associations, and the assistance given the several sections of nurses with
in the association (e.g., general duty nurses, public health nurses, occu
pational health nurses, etc.) in preparing their state-wide minimum standards.

The state section formulates the specific minimum employment standards 
of its members and thus is considered to be the center of the whole program. 
According to ANA policy, although the state association has the responsibil
ity for the program, the right and authority to establish minimum standards 

of employment for their membership is vested in the state sections. These 
groups are expected to be closer to the actual work environment and, there
fore, are considered to be best qualified to determine the conditions of 
employment under which they exercise their particular nursing skills. After 
a study of the members' economic needs and general welfare, committees of 
the various sections develop standards which include basic salary, hours of 
work, holidays, vacations, and professional development. The board of 
directors of the state association approves these standards before they become 
official and the local unit is then responsible for implementing them by means 
of collective bargaining.

Under the ANA approach, the district nurses' associations do not nego
tiate agreements. The district groups' responsibilities are primarily to 
stimulate and maintain membership interest in the program, identify problem 
areas in the district, promote local organizations, and channel requests for 
assistance to the State office. The local units are viewed as the key to 
a successful economic security program. A local unit is defined as an or
ganization of professional nurses employed at the same level by a common 

employer. The unit is the action arm of the whole association, even though 
the state association negotiates with employers for written agreements.



The local unit provides the instrument for establishing conditions of em
ployment, handling grievances, and administering the agreement.

Simply stated, the ANA Economic Security Program is "a program to im
prove the employment conditions of nurses through group actionZ Today, 
it has become one of the most vital arms of the total organization. The 
program reflects concern with the relative place of the nurse within the 
community and of the nursing profession within the total socio-economic 

picture. To the ANA, security rests not so much in the real economic and 

monetary gains, but in the method used to achieve these gains. The security 
aspects of the program stems from a sense of support which emerges from the 

encouragement, support, technical assistance, and formal representation made 
available:to the group from the American Nurses Association. Consequently, 

the principles underlying collective bargaining have dictated the principles 
used in enhancing the nurse's economic security. The collective bargaining 
concept implies, to the ANA, group action, a democratic structure, and the 
building of relationships with other groups who affect the economic life of 
the nurse. To the ANA, there is no other sound method, except for legisla
tion, to solve the problems of people who are employed in groups. The ANA 
has moved steadily in the direction of collective bargaining without develop
ing any formal alliance with organized labor and has taken the official 
position that it should not be considered as a labor union.

In 1952, a research report indicated that 29 state associations had 
negotiated 87 contracts covering 199 health institutions. 21 By 1957, 43 
state associations had officially accepted the ESP although only 17 states 

had operational efforts. 22 Today, nearly all of the ANA's State affiliates

2^"Facts About the Economic Security Program," American Journal of 
Nursing, Vol. 53 (April, 1953), 409.

22Theresa Wolfson, "Another Look at the ANA Economic Security Program," 
American Journal of Nursing, Vol. 57 (October, 1957), 287

14
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have prepared themselves to serve as collective bargaining agents. Many 
state associations have negotiated contracts, and in their main headings, 

these contracts are the same as those negotiated by traditional trade 
unions. See Appendix A for a sample agreement. The ANA has steadily as

sumed an active and effective role in employee representations; the asso
ciation has on its staff a specialist in labor relations to assist state 
associations in organizational and contract negotiation efforts. Con
sidering the infusion of professional organizers and negotiators, the suc

cess of representational efforts, and the actions and attitudes of the ANA, 
the association increasingly appears to exhibit quasi-union characteristics, 
and its Economic Security Program seems to be evolving into the raison 
d 'etre of the association.

The problem of a professional organization acting as a bargaining agent 

is dealt with in greater detail later. For now, it is sufficient to note 
the attitude of ANA. To those who claim that collective bargaining by pro
fessionals is unethical the association replies that, "far from being unethical 
its collective bargaining program is an ethical imperative to help nurses 
achieve the professional status to which they are entitled. " 23 Yet, one of 
the biggest obstacles to the ANA's efforts has been the lack of economic 
sophistication on the part of its members and their natural reluctance to any 
association with unionization; other obstacles impending a more rapid ex
pansion can be attributed to the attitude of the public and employer resis
tance as well as to inadequate labor legislation.

Education of Nurses. Active support of the program by professional 
nurses has been slow in developing. Nurses by training have been primarily

23Archie Kleingartner, "Professional Associations: An Alternative 
to Unions," in Contemporary Labor Issues, ed. by Walter Fogel and Archie 
Kleingartner (Belmont, California: Wadsworth Publishing Company, 1966), 
p. 250.
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concerned with the nursing arts. Speaking out on such matters as economic 
standards and working conditions is often viewed by them as being unprofes
sional. The debate within the professional organization has not been over 

better working conditions, but over the method used —  collective bargain
ing. One phase of the Economic Security Program, the education of the mem
bership, has a twofold purpose: to moderate this viewpoint and to develop 
nurses' support for collective bargaining. Employers have viewed the 
Economic Security Program solely as a means to raise the economic status 

of nurses, and their influence on the nurses is evident. Since its very 
inception, however, the ANA has maintained that the program's ultimate ob
jective is to improve patient care. State nurses' associations, in an 
attempt to link this objective with the well established concept of collec
tive bargaining, haye sought to promote employee understanding and to de

velop support for economic improvements of its members through consultation, 
the provision of information, and an elaborate educational program.2^

In 1959, the Economic Security Unit of the ANA prepared a series of 
discussions titled, "What Every Nurse Should Know About Economics." These 

discussions were to be a part of state and district conferences across the 
country and were aimed at nurses who had little or no background in eco

nomics. These conferences dealt with the need for economic security in the 
nursing profession, types of employment relationships, professional nurses 
and collective bargaining, and grievance procedure.

In answering the charge that collective bargaining by nurses is unpro
fessional, the ANA replied that nurses have a professional responsibility 
to secure improvements in their conditions of employment:

^Daniel H. Kruger, "Bargaining and the Nursing Profession," Monthly 
Labor Review, Vol. 84 (July, 1961), 704-705. Barbara G. Schutt, "The 
ANA Economic Security Program. . .What it is and Why," American Journal 
of Nursing, Vol. 58 (April, 1958), 521.
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Resolution of the nurse's economic difficulties insofar as it 

makes it easier to achieve the goal of service is a desirable and 
indeed necessary professional activity. The "unprofessional" argu
ment . . . engenders conditions of employment that are inconsis
tent with professional status and performance of a professional job, 
as well as inconsistent with the generally accepted working condi
tions in America.

The appropriate use of the term "unprofessional" is when a nurse 
is not practicing nursing care as it is supposed to be practiced.
As long as the individual nurse does not engage in unethical 
activities in regard to the practice of her profession, attempting 
to improve her economic standing does not in any way involve loss 
of status or interfere with her professional goal of service.

. . . It is not unprofessional to believe in democratic prin
ciples. . . .  It is not unprofessional to wish to work as a pro
fessional works under professional conditions.

It is quite in keeping with professional ethics . . .  to work 
toward and receive satisfactory remuneration. Certainly, profes
sional ethics do not condone low pay. Indeed, it is universally 
regarded as bad professional ethics to "undercut" or to accept 
work at a fee or salary which is out of line with the worth of 
the service. . . .25

Clearly, the ANA has linked collective bargaining with "good" professional 
ethics and the lack of it with "bad" professional ethics. In allowing 

herself to feel guilty about asking for adequate compensation and working 
conditions, the ANA tells its members that the nurse demeans her own 
status and profession. With this type of intense educational program, the 
ANA has made great inroads toward the achievement of its twofold purpose 

mentioned above. See also APPENDIX B, "Labor Union Charge a Discredit" 
which was sent to all members of the Iowa Nurses' Association.

Changing Public Opinion. The association has also done much toward 
educating the public and changing the public image of the professional nurse. 
The association felt that too many people still associated nursing with the 
bathing, feeding and other custodial tasks and had little idea of their 
changing role, and that these attitudes of the public were not supportive

25Economic Security Unit, American Nurses Association, "What Every 
Nurse Should Know About Economics: The Need for Economic Security," 
(unpublished memeograph; New York: The Association, September, 1959), p. 5.
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of nurses seeking improvements in their economic status and in their work
ing conditions. Therefore, the ANA launched a massive public relations 
campaign which included: The education and responsibilities of the profes

sional nurse; the existing employment conditions and their relation to 
nursing shortages and patient care; the individual nurse's economic plight; 
and what nurses are about in their economic security program. The program 
conveyed the message that with a rise in nurse morale, the quality of 
patient care improves and more qualified women will enter the profession, 

insuring! the public of adequate high quality nursing care; patients benefit 
from collective bargaining by having nurses freed to involve themselves 
directly in patient care; and that patients will feel more confident in the 
atmosphere of efficiency and harmony that develops where decisions are made 
in a spirit of co-operation. They found that the public reacted favorably 

and generally has respect and gratitude for registered, professional nurses. 
Also, community interest in its hospitals is high and this allowed the nurses 
to take their case to the community with maximum effectiveness.2^

Overcoming Management Resistance. In spite of the ANA's success with 

its education and public relations programs, management resistance remains
strong. Legally exempt from collective bargaining under provisions of the

27Taft-Hartley Act, hospital administrators offer conventional wisdom as 
justification for their legal exemption and their refusal to recognize 

voluntarily and to bargain collectively with the nurses' chosen representa
tives. William J. McCormick, Jr. suggests that management's arguments center * 7

26Ibid., pp. 1 0 -11

O7J. K. Galbraith in, The Affluent Society, defines conventional 
wisdom as the structure of ideas that is based on acceptability.
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around five theses which are now outdated.^ These are: (1) the strike 

thesis;(2) the insubordination thesis;(3) the non-profit status thesis;(4) 
the increasing productivity thesis; and(5) the social unit thesis.

Strike Thesis. Under the strike thesis, hospital management contends 
that the very critical nature of the hospital's business is such that the 
possibility of a strike or any other interference with the hospital's 
mission is intolerable. They argue that the ultimate weapon of a labor 
organization is the strike and that such an organization, if recognized, 

will increase the likelihood of a strike. Further, they argue, the occur
rence of a strike prevents the hospital from providing necessary services 

for those who present themselves to the hospital for care. This line of 
argumentation suggests that strikes will automatically result from collec
tive bargaining. It also ignores the ANA no-strike policy adopted in 1950 
which states:

"In recognition of the fact that the nursing profession and em
ployers of nurses share responsibility for provision of adequate 
nursing service to the public, the American Nurses' Association, 
in conducting its Economic Security Program, (1) reaffirms pro
fessional nurses' voluntary relinquishment of the exercise of 
the right to strike and of the use of any other measures where- 
ever they may be inconsistent with the professional nurses' 
responsibilities to patients. . ,"29

A review of recent strikes among nurses reveals that they occur when their 
right to bargain collectively is not recognized rather than in those in

stances where it is recognized and in which collective bargaining does exist. 
Once a hospital recognizes the State nurses' association as the bargaining

“̂ William J. McCormick, Jr., "Labor Relations in Hospitals," 
American Journal of Nursing, Vol. 70 (December, 1970), 2606-2609.

29Economic Seucrity Unit, American Nurses Association, "What Every 
Nurse Should Know About Economics: Professional Nurses and Collective 
Bargaining," (unpublished memeograph; New York: The Association, 
September, 1959), p. 7.
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representative, other types of settlement machinery is often used to solve 
impasses. If a no-strike clause is included in the agreement, the penalties 
for violation usually results in immediate dismissal. In those states having 
legislation favorable to the growth of unions in hospitals, such as New York 
and Minnesota, the law usually provides that strikes will not be permitted.
If the parties cannot agree through negotiations, the dispute is handled 
by arbitration and the decision is binding. It appears, therefore, that the 

administrator's argument against collective bargaining based on the effect 
of strikes is no longer valid —  the strikes which do occur among the nursing 
profession are organizational strikes; after recognition the hospital can be 
protected by state legislation.

Insubordination Thesis. Another argument is that recognition of organ
ized labor will lead, to insubordination; if the nurses are organized the 
possibility exists of refusing to follow an order and thus endanger the life 
of a patient. The ANA's answer is that nurses, individually and as members 
of a professional organization, put the interest and welfare of patients 

first. Therefore, according to the Association, nurses reorganize manage
ment's responsibility and duty to direct the central processes and operations 
of the hospital, and their responsibility as a professional nurse to care 
for the patient entrusted to her care without placing the life of that 
patient in jeopardy. As added insurance, the ANA instructs its members to 
follow orders even when questionable and then to file a grievance in the 

event of a complaint. ANA sees the role of the State association, as repre
sentative of the nurses in a hospital, as serving as a "check" against 
management decisions to see that they are in accord with the provisions of 
the contract and in the best interests of the patient* In fact, the ANA 
argues rather convincingly that discussion and agreement with administration

20
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on matters of nursing care in no way interferes with the hospital's obli
gation to the patient, rather, that it will enhance efficiency and co
operative efforts.

Increasing Productivity Thesis. The argument is also often rendered 
that hospital service is highly individualized and personal, therefore, 
patient care of good quality does not lend itself to labor-saving technology. 
Consequently, there is no way to raise productivity in keeping with the de
mands made by the bargaining unit; that the only answer is to raise rates.
This line of reasoning is hardly logical, especially today; changes in 
productivity are independent of the existence of collective bargaining.
The application of modern business methods and modern personnel methods can 
reduce costs and increase productivity. Existing facilities could be better 

utilized; the use of alternative and less costly facilities could be used; 
the unnecessary duplication of services could be avoided; operations such as 
laundry and purchasing could be centralized and shared. The federal govern

ment is already forcing the utilization of many of these concepts in an effort 
to cut health costs. The nurses' attitude is that they should no longer be 
forced to subsidize community health.

Social Unit Thesis. Management opposition has also been voiced with 
statements that a hospital is a social unit, not an economic one. Unlike 
industries, there are no profits to be divided among employees. Also, the 
community relies upon the continuity of hospital services. This argument 

has been effectively nullified by the increasing number of states passing 
legislation which protects the rights of state employees to organize and 
bargain collectively and by President Kennedy's Executive Order #10988

"^Ibid., p. 7. and "Nurses Guaranteed Right to Govern Nurse Practice," 
American Journal of Nursing, Vol. 71 (January, 1971), 11.
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giving federal employees the same rights. As was discussed above, hospitals 
are social units only because they have always been politically and publicly 
involved environmentally. Therefore, it seems reasonable to assume that if 
the levels of government operate satisfactorily with collective bargaining, 

there is every reason to assume that hospitals can also. The American 

Hospital Association states as a policy: "It is hoped that such a hospital 
(faced with unionization) will approach the problem with due regard for :

(1) the law, (2) sound personnel policies, (3) proper management principles, 
and (4) accepted community p r a c t i c e s . B u t , the AHA does not imply that 
hospitals should be exempt from collective bargaining because of their quasi
public nature. Likewise, the Catholic Hospital Association released a state
ment of basic principles in 1967 which, although it does not suggest that 
hospitals should actively seek or encourage their employees to organize, does 
make clear the idea that organizing to bargain collectively is a "basic 
right" of employees.^2 The CHA principles state: "hospitals should recognize 
that employees have a right to form or join a union or association of their 
own choosing for the purpose of representation in bargaining. See Appendix 
C for the complete CHA statement concerning employer-employee relations.

Not-for-profit Thesis. This argument has long been backed by federal 
legislation and is, perhaps, the greatest challenge to the ANA. It gives 
hospitals which qualify as charitable, not-for-profit institutions the

-^American Hospital Association, Personnel Relations Series No. 2, 
"Hospitals and Employee Groups," (Chicago: The American Hospital Association) 
p. 5.

J The CHA statement is based on the Pastoral Constitution of the Church 
in the Modern World which states : "Among the basic rights of the human 
person must be counted the right of freely founding labor unions."

^Catholic Hospital Association, Board of Trustees, "Employer-Employee 
Relations," Hospital Progress, Vol. 48 (November, 1967), p. 61.
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right to refuse to recognize and to bargain collectively with labor org

anizations. The ANA has been successful in many states in obtaining state 
legislation to remove this last argument. Other non-profit organizations 

such as educational institutions, symphony orchestras, theatre associations, 
and government agencies which engage in collective bargaining are often 

pointed to in defense. Hospitals which are not organized for the purpose 
of making a profit, it is pointed out, do realize a surplus. And, accor
dingly, it is countered that it is management's responsibility to see that 
the "charitable1' nature of the hospital extends to its employees. Because 
of the importance of this not-for-profit argument, it will be dealt with 
again in greater detail.

As can be concluded from the above counter-arguments put forth by 

the ANA and its sympathizers, greater progress has been made in overcoming
i

the obstacles to collective bargaining of nurses, even the obstacle of 

management resistance. But the problem of federal and state legislation 
still exists.

Federal and State Labor Statutes

The Wagner Act. The earliest federal labor law of any significance 
regarding voluntary, not-for-profit hospitals was probably the National 

Labor Relations (Wagner) Act of 1935. It protected the rights of workers 
to organize and to elect representatives for collective bargaining.

Section 1 notes that the purpose of the act was ' . . . to remove obstruct

ions to commerce and restore equality of bargaining power out of employers"' 
general denial to labor of the right to bargain collectively with them from 

which denial resulted a number of detrimental consequenses. . ."34 34

34A. Howard Myers, Labor Law and Legislation (Cincinnati, Ohio: 
Southwestern Publishing Co., 1968), p. 1.
. Vi i, l -, '" ¡te rn  Pub 11 sit i.ng Co., j t ) t p. ] „



Section 8 prohibited management from: (1) interfering with employees' 
rights to organize and bargain collectively; (2) dominating a labor organi
zation with regard to organization or control; (3) discriminating against 
an employee for participating in union activity; (4) discriminating against 
an employee for filing charges under the Act; (5) refusing to bargain in 
"good f a i t h . U n d e r  the Act, the National Labor Relations Board was given 
the responsibility to determine bargaining units, conduct elections to choose 
bargaining representatives, and hear cases dealing with unfair labor practices.

This act did not specifically exclude not-for-profit organizations or 
charitable, religious, or educational institutions. The deciding factor was 
to be whether or not the organization was engaged in interstate commerce.
In a hearing before the NLRB in 1942, the Central Dispensary and Emergency 
Hospital in Washington, D.C., was judged to be included under the jurisdiction 

of the Wagner Act. The NLRB ruled that the hospital was engaged in interstate 
commerce because it imported from points outside the District of Columbia 

material and supplies valued at $5,000 each month. Observing that transactions 
with firms whose activities were commercial in every sense did not lose their 
commercial character even though the hospital's motive was other than for 
profit, the Board's decision was that "the commerce clause looks to the 
activities carried on, rather than to the motives. The jurisdiction center
ing words of the National Labor Relations Act, 'trade, traffic, commerce, 
transportation, or communication' are words of activity, and when used to

gether do not give a connotation of external motive."36 Nor did the hospital * *

35ganford Cohen, Labor in the United States (2nd ed.; Columbus, Ohio: 
Charles E. Merrill Books, Inc., 1966), p. 466.

3^Central Dispensary and Emergency Hospital, cited in 44 NLRB at 540 
(1942).
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gain exemption under Section 2(2) of the Act which states: " . . .  the 

United States or any state or any political subdivision thereof. . ."is 

not considered to be an employer within the meaning of the legislation. 
The NLRB ruling was that the hospital had a contractural arrangement with 

Congress for the provision of specifically deliniated services and there
fore it was only a contractual organizational integration. Under the 
Wagner Act then, not-for-profit hospitals were found by the NLRB to be 
within its jurisdiction.

The Central Dispensary and Emergency Hospital appealed the decision
to the circuit court on the grounds that the hospital was a charitable
institution. But, the court upheld the NLRB ruling, stating:

" . . .  the hospital argues that the spirit or policy of the 
Act is such that we should read into it an exemption of chari
table hospital^. . . .  We cannot understand what considerations 
of public policy deprive hospital employees of the privilege 
granted to the employees of other institutions. The opinions.
. . , holding that charitable hospitals are subject to the 
labor relations act, present what seems to us the only tenable 
view. . . . " 37

This proved, however, to be the exception to the majority of court 
rulings since the Act neither specifically included nor excluded not-for- 
profit hospitals and interpretation was left up to the discretion of the 
courts. Public sentiment toward the unionization of hospitals proved to 
be the deciding factor in most cases. An example is the New York court 
ruling in the case of Jewish Hospital of Brooklyn v. Doe I252 App. Div. 
581 at 584 (1938)], in which the court ruled that the hospital, in caring 
for the indigent sick, is in fact, if not in name, a government agency 
performing a governmental function. The reasoning of the court was that

37Central Dispensary and Emergency Hospital v, NLRB, 145F. 2d.
852 (D.C. Cir., 1944), cert, denied 342 U.S. 847, 65 Sup. Ct. 684 (1945).
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the hospital was performing a function which the state would have to pro
vide if the hospital failed to provide care for the indigent sick, thus 
linking "charitable" with "subdivision of the state." Also, in 1941, the 
Pennsylvania court noted that: " . . .  the operation of such facilities 
would be impossible should we hold the Labor Act applicable with all its 
attending ramifications, interruptions, and possible cessations of ser
vice due to labor disputes and attending financial inability to function." 
[Western Pennsylvania Hospital v. Lichliter, 340 Pa. 382, 17A 2d 206 (1941). 
Cited in 6 LRRM at 1133.[] From these cases and many others, the courts 
concluded that the Wagner Act was not intended to extend to the workers 
of not-for-profit hospitals; the delivery of health care was essentially 

a governmental function; and the making of voluntary hospitals subject to 
the provisions of comprehensive labor statutes was not in the phblic 

interest. In addition, the rationale for excluding charitable institutions 
from labor legislation centered on a distinction between those organiza
tions created for gain and those whose goal was charitable in nature. A 

New York court stated that " . . .  the character of such employers . . . was 
sufficient assurance of fair dealing with their employees to render unneces
sary the protection of the Labor Relations Act." This reasoning assumed 
that "charity" would prevail with employees as well as with patients.

The court developments and rulings from the time the Wagner Act was 
enacted to the passing of the Taft-Hartley Act seem to bear out the statement 
that " . . .  labor law can best be understood if one thinks of the courts as 
an instrument of society adjusting to changed social conditions. " 88 At the 

time of the Wagner Act, and of the passing of the Taft-Hartley Act, society

O ONeil W. Chamberlain and James W. Kuhn, Collective Bargaining, (2nd. 
ed.; New York: McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1965), p. 223.



did not think of hospitals as being "big business". Since the courts 
based their rulings on the perceived mood of the public, this environment 

created the foundation for a statuatory enactment that was to specifically 
exclude "charitable", "not-for-profit" hospitals from labor-management 

relations laws.
Taft-Hartley Act. The Labor-Management Relations Act of 1947 (Taft- 

Hartley) amended the Wagner Act. The Taft-Hartley Act grew out of states' 

labor legislation passed between 1935 and 1947. These laws were meant to 
regulate specific types of union conduct and activity and dealt with sub
jects such as the closed shop, boycotts, picketing, jurisdictional disputes, 

and strikes. Many of these state laws were of questionable constitutional
ity, and the courts frequently invalidated them. However, public opinion 
was such by 1947 that congress was willing to listen to management spokes

men. The Act was meant to redress the union-management balance of power by 
placing a number of restrictions upon unions. It maintained that it was un
fair labor practice for a union to: (1 ) coerce employees in the execution 

of their rights; (2) cause an employer to discriminate against his employees;
(3) engage in certain strikes and boycotts deemed unlawful in their objec

tives; (4) require the payment of excessive or discriminating fees under a 
union security agreement; (5) engage in "featherbedding" practices; and 
(6) refuse to bargain in good faith with an employer.^9 in addition, the 

Act excluded supervisors from the provisions of the Act, and gave the Presi
dent the power to enjoin a strike if it would impede the national health or 
safety. These two sections could be of benefit to the hospital by preventing 
nursing supervisors from being a part of the bargaining unit and by avoiding 
strikes based on a threat to national health. However, Section 2(2) explicitly

39cohen, Labor in the United States, p. 490.
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exempts not-for-profit hospitals from the provisions of the law. It states: 
the Act . . .  shall not include. . . any corporation or association opera
ting a hospital, if no part of the net earnings insures to the benefit of 
any private shareholder or individual . . . " 40 This exclusion was a direct 
result of the various court rulings under The Wagner Act which reflected 
public opinion.

An examination of the congressional proceedings while the Act was on 
the floor reveals that only charitable, not-for-profit hospitals were meant 

to be excluded as employers from the NLRB jurisdiction. This fact is clearly 
stated in Senator Tydings' introductory comments. He stated: " . . .  this 

amendment is designed to merely help a great number of hospitals which are 

having very difficult times. They are eleemosynary in nature; no profit 

is involved in thei;r operation. " 41 The exemption of not-for-profit hospitals 
hinged on their "charitable" character rather than on their not-for-profit 
status or on their functions as hospitals. Thus, it appears that any hospital 
found not to be charitable in character would come under the jurisdiction of 
the Taft-Hartley Act and the NLRB.

Landrum-Griffin Act. The implication for those hospitals exempted by 
the Act is that, in the absence of any state statute which specifically in

cludes not-for-profit institutions, there is no obligation under law to rec
ognize or deal with their employees on a collect! ve basis. Hospital manage-

of these hospitals, unlike management in other industries, could engage in

4Management and Consulting Center, Sisters of Mercy, Province of Omaha, 
"Guidelines to Employer-Employee Relations," (unpublished; Omaha, Nebraska, 
January, 1970), p. 7. (National Labor Relations Act of 1947. Public Law 
188, 82nd Congress, 1st Session, Section 2(2).)

41Comments of Senator Tydings, 93 Congressional Record. May 12, 1974, 
as quoted in Dennis Dale Pointer, "The Labor Law Status of Health Care 
Facilities, Part III: The Taft-Hartley and Landrum-Griffin Acts," Hospital 
Progress, Vol. 51 (October, 1970), 84.



direct action to halt or limit union activity. The Landrum-Griffin Act, 

however, was passed in 1959 and included the labor-management relations of 
not-for-profit hospitals. This Act, also known as the Labor—Management 
Reporting Act, placed controls on the internal affairs of labor unions and 
on the conduct of management in’union-management relations. The Act re

scinded the Taftr Hartley Act section which exempted those unions dealing 
specifically with not-for-profit hospitals and not under NLRB jurisdiction. 
Now, hospital management is required to report any acts which are intended 
to interfere with the rights of their employees to organize. 42

National Labor Relations Board. Under the 1947 Act, government pre
scribed procedural rules applicable to the conduct of collective bargaining 
negotiations. It prescribes certain uses of economic power in cases where 
labor and management are unable to amicably resolve their differences. The 
terms under which issues over union security and welfare funds, for example, 
can be settled are specified by the law. In order to provide for enforcement 
of the Act and to provide a means for review, the National Labor Relations 
Board was created by the Act. This board was given the authority to make, 

amend, and rescind such rules and regulations as were necessary to carry out 
the provisions of the Act. The board does not have the power to enforce its 
decisions, but does have the power to petition the United States circuit 
courts when legal enforcements become necessary.

Under both the Wagner Act and Taft-Hartley Act the NLRB was granted 
jurisdiction over any business which affected interstate commerce. This is 
the broadest grant which is possible under the commerce clause of the Con
stitution. The Board has never been able to fully exercise its full juris-

42See "Secretary of Labor Sues Minnesota Hospital Union," Hospitals,
Vol. 36 (April 16, 1962), 181; "Building Service Local Ordered to File 
Reports," Modern Hospital, June, 1962, p. 166.
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diction due to a shortage of manpower and due to its budgetary limitations.
Since the Board does not act fully within its jurisdiction, it is possible 
for an employer to affect interstate commerce but fail to meet the self- 

imposed standards of the Board. An amendment to Taft-Hartley in the Landrum- 
Griffin Act allows State labor relations boards to control areas where the 

NLRB has not accepted jurisdiction and provides that the NLRB must continue 
to accept its own standards. As of 1965, only 30% of the states had com
prehensive labor laws.^

The NLRB declines jurisdiction over the not-for-profit hospitals on two 
grounds: one, there is an express prohibition in the statutes; and, secondly, 
the Board, usitig its own discretionary power, refuses to take jursidiction 

over any non-profit corporation unless that corporation is substantially 
engaged in a commercial activity. Therefore, even if the express exemption 
was removed, it would not necessarily mean that the Board would take juris

diction and extend to professionals or other employees of such corporations 
the benefits of representation rights, certification, and collective 
bargaining.

While the statuary exemption extends only to non-proprietary hospitals, 
the NLRB, as a matter of discretion, refused to assert jurisdiction over 

proprietary hospitals. It took the view that such institutions were primarily 
local operations subject to state control. In 1960, the NLRB declined juris

diction over proprietary hospitals unless they were in the District of Columbia, 
involved in national defense, or were an integral part of a commerical concern.1̂  * *

^Robert Evans, Jr., Public Policy Toward Labor (New York: Harper and 
Row, Publishers, 1965), p. 10.

^"NLRB Declines Jurisdiction Over Proprietary as Well as Nonprofit 
Hospitals," The Modern Hospital, Vol. 94 (February, 1960), 58.
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In 1967, however, the Board took another look and noted there were approxi
mately 970 such institutions which influenced and affected commerce beyond 
their immediate state boundaries to such an extent that they could no longer 
be considered as local institutions. Therefore, jurisdiction was asserted 
over any proprietary hospital with a gross business volume of at least 

$250,000 for hospitals and $100,000 for nursing homes in any one year, An
other factor leading to this decision was that experience showed a majority 
of states were not regulating hospitals with respect to labor disputes.45 *

As of 1971, the statutory exemption prevents the Board from covering 
any areas of the hospital industry other than proprietary hospitals and 
nursing homes meeting the gross volume standard. As a result, not-for- 

profit hospitals cannot look to the NLRB in settling disputes, nor can its 
employees look to the NLRB for help. The reasoning behind this continued 
exemption can be summarized as follows : (1) non-profit employers are eco
nomically vulnerable and must be protected from the requirements to bargain 
collectively; (2) collective bargaining will lead to disruption of needed 
services; (3) collective bargaining will destroy the special relationship 
necessary between management and the employee in the service of charity;

(4) unions are not needed for employees in service institutions because all 
that can be done for them is being done.45

The basic premise behind this line of reasoning has been their "chari
table nature. It was generally assumed, and still is in many states, 

that, since these institutions are by definition charitable, their employees

45Harold D. Kessler, "Guidelines for Resolving Labor Disputes,"
Hospital Progress, Vol. 51 (September, 1970), 53. Norman Metzger, "Labor 
Relations," Hospitals, Vol. 44 (March 16, 1970), 82. William J. Emanuel, 
"Taft-Hartley Exemption: A Rebuttal," Hospitals, Vol. 45 (April 16, 1971),
66 •

See Jack Golodner, "Unions and Non-profit Employers," The Federationist, 
August, 1970, pp. 19-24.



would be treated equitably. Traditionally, this has not proved to be true 
in many cases. Hospital employees have been considered with government 
employees with respect to exclusion from labor laws, but have not been pro
vided, by law, the benefits of public employees (e.g., guaranteed tenure, 
job security, review boards, and adequate pension plans). Yet, any attempt 
to remove the clause from the Taft-Hartley Act which exempts not-for-profit 

organizations has encountered strong legislative resistance. The main dif
ficulty has been due to the means by which such organizations are financed.

The response of the American Nurses Association has been greater mili
tancy. There are several reasons for this. First, employees working for 

federal, state, and local governments have increasingly become aware that 
workers performing similar tasks in private industry have for thirty years 
and more been given legal protection in their right to form, join and assist 
labor organizations of their own choosing, to engage in collective bargain

ing, and to withhold their services if conditions of employment are unaccept
able. President Kennedy's Executive Order #10988 of 1962 opened the door 
for collective bargaining in the public sector, making not-for-profit organi
zations the last employer group exempt from federal labor laws.^ Second, 

workers in private employment gain increasingly higher pay, for shorter hours, 
and better working conditions in an expanding economy. Third, a few craft 

unions have been successful in public employment, through special legislation 
and public pressure, in achieving the prevailing rates of pay for those in 

public employment as those obtained for their counterparts in private industry. 
Fourth, the contrast between unionized employees and those of not-for-profit 47

47 For a list of the standards spelled out by Executive Order #10988 
see Ida Klaus, "The Emerging Relationship," ed. by Daniel H. Kruger and 
Charles T. Schmidt, Jr., Collective Bargaining in the Public Service.
(New York: Random House, 1969).
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employees has attracted trade unions which have traditionally confined 

themselves to industrial employment. They recognize the membership poten
tial of a relatively large and underpaid section of the work force. Fifth, 
the public regards the activities of underprivileged groups with a great 
deal more empathy, even though their actions may be contrary to traditional 
views.

All of the above have resulted in a change in public sentiment toward 

voluntary, charitable, not-for-profit organizations. Therefore, the various 
court rulings and state statutes have become more and more in favor of col
lective bargaining in hospitals. Public interest has been defined as ". . . 
that which commands majority support at the time, subject to the constraint 

of reasonable minority rights and includes a disinclination to change the 
basic rules of the gfime."48 The "majority support" of the public in the 
last 10 years is such that the trend in most states, exercising their right 
under the National Labor Relations Act, is toward putting labor—management 
relations and collective bargaining in the nation on a comprehensive basis, 
without regard to whether the employee is a public or private employee or 
whether he works for a charitable, not-for-profit organization or for a 
proprietary organization.

State Labor Legislation. The laws in effect in the states cover basi

cally three areas: recognition of a bargaining agent, procedures for filing 
grievances over conditions of employment, and procedures for resolving im
passes in writing new contract terms. The problem of the right of employees 
of not-for-profit hospitals to organize has been largely overcome by the 
realities of increasing public support and by legal authorization for such 
organization by state legislatures and courts.

48 Robert Evans, Jr., Public Policy Toward Labor, p. 27.



In Wisconsin, the Employees Relations Act covers not-for-profit hos

pitals. In California, the State Conciliation Service may involve itself 
at the request of the parties. Such states as Oregon, North Dakota, Michigan, 
Massachusetts, Hawaii, and Kansas have, in one manner or another, prescribed 
regulations that bring some or all of their employees under state laws regar

ding representation and collective bargaining. Fourteen states have labor 
relations laws similiar to the National Labor Relations Act and for-profit 

hospitals are covered by all of these; in the case of not-for-profit hos
pitals, eight states provide for coverage while the remaining six specific
ally exclude such employees. In Minnesota, nearly all hospitals are covered 
by the Charitable Hospital Act.

In Massachusetts, the State Nurses' Association obtained membership 

approval and backing by the ANA to launch a massive effort, including public 
relations, lobbying), speaking, etc., which gained public support, under

standing, and approval. The bill to recognize the right of nurses to organize 
and bargain collectively was passed and signed into law within six months 
of its introduction —  it passed on its first attempt.

Nurses working in not-for-profit hospitals in Washington gained state 
support by law in labor negotiations in early 1972. This state nurses' 
association sponsored bill extends bargaining rights to registered and 
licensed practical nurses serving in not-for-profit health care facilities. 

State and proprietary hospitals were already compelled by law to bargain 
with their employees. This new law had been introduced and defeated for 

three consecutive years before finally being passed. * * *

^Norman Metzger, "Labor Relations," Hospitals, Vol. 44 (March 16, 1970), 
83.

Alice Y. Conlon, "Bargaining Rights for Nurses: Convincing the Legis
lature," American Journal of Nursing, Vol. 66 (March, 1966), 545-48.

51"Washington State Nurses Win Bargaining Rights in Non-profit Hospitals," 
American Journal of Nursing, Vol. 72 (April, 1972), 636.
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At a seminar conducted by the Association of Hospital Personnel of 

Greater New York, Peter Brueker said: "How long does it take for reason
ably intelligent people to understand that the way they can get whatever 

they want quickly is to organize into groups and then put whatever pressure 
is necessary on management to grant their demands?"52 Professional nurses 

are "reasonably intelligent," and therefore they are not only organizing 
but also are putting pressure on state legislatures for inclusion in state 
labor legislation. This legal deficiency is quickly becoming remedied.

The net effect of the federal and state laws regarding labor relations 
is that not-for-profit hospitals, except those in states which have proper 
legislation, are not obligated as a matter of law to recognize and bargain 
with groups of employees. Nor do the employees of such hospitals have the 
protection of the law in their organizing activities. It is important to 
note, however, that organizing activities are not illegal, they are simply 
unprotected by law.

Essentially, therefore, the problems facing hospitals in those states 
which still exempt not-for-profit hospitals are not legal problems but 
rather are practical questions of policy. While the ANA may be without the 
benefits of the law, it obviously can be very effective if well organized 
through the State association and if it enjoys the complete support of 
nurses. Legally, such exempt hospitals may be able to discharge employees 
for participating in unionization activities, but if enough nurses partici

pate in such activities, discharge is impractical if not impossible. An 
understanding of some of the basic issues involved with professional organi
zations acting as bargaining agent will be helpful in handling organizational 
attempts, especially since the more traditional arguments are no longer as

52Grover M. Clark, "The Unionization of Hospital Professionals," 
Personnel, July-August, 1970, pp. 40-46.
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effective as they once were. These issues center around the problem of a 

professional organization acting as bargaining agent and can be summarized 
into five areas: (1) the composition of the bargaining unit; (2) conflict 
of interest; (3) management's right; (4) no-strike policy and impasses; and
(5) grievance procedures.

ISSUES

Professional Organizations as Bargaining Agent

Hospitals are locales where many different kinds of professionals work.
The very heterogeneity of personnel and of professional purpose, along with 
the impact of a constantly changing medical technology indicates that hos
pitals are very complex organizations. "The hospital becomes an organizational 
setting where many semi-autonomous cooperations meet for the purpose of using 
common services and facilities to provide services to each other, but in a 
loosely integrated organizational system." This professionalism in hospitals 

has given rise to conflicting points of view regarding professional ethics 
and collective bargaining. A definition of the "professional" and his "pro
fessional ethics" is necessary in order to better understand this conflict.

Professional Ethics. The professions are normally entered into by long 
training, ordinarily in a manner prescribed by the profession itself and 
sanctioned by the state. This training carries with it as a by-product 
assimilation of the individual to a set of professional attitudes and con
trols, a professional conscience and solidarity. The professional person 
deals basically with other persons rather than with material objects and 
sells services rather than goods. The outcome of the set of professional at
titudes and controls which results is called professional ethics. *

-^Leonard Schatzman, Danuta Ehrlick, Rue Bucker, and Melvin Sabskin,
"The Hospital and Its Negotiated Order," in The Hospital in Modern Society, 
ed. by Eliot Freidson (Glencoe, Illinois: The Free Press, 1963), p. 168.
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Professional ethics, in any profession, consists of a standard of be

havior for the members of that profession. These special standards of be
havior may be self-imposed by the organization or imposed by public author
ity. The latter have tended to evolve where the services involved are (1) 

vital or highly fiduciary,(2) may be urgently required at any time, and (3) 
are of such nature that the person being served may be incapable of judging 
the competence of the actions of the person performing the service. For the 
nurses, professional ethics concerns her conduct in the treatment of patients 

—  the way she performs her job. Necessarily involved then are all those 
factors which condition and affect the care rendered to the patient by the 
nurse. The ANA relates such things as the physical conditions under which 
the nurse works, relationships with supervisors, physicians, and non
professional personnel, freedom and opportunity to observe and maintain the 
standards of conduct becoming a professional nurse, and the freedom to main
tain and elevate the standards of the profession as factors which affect the 
nurses' professional ethics.54 55 J. B. Gillingham concludes, therefore, that

"it is an issue of professional ethics if a nurse is assigned a 
patient load so heavy that she knows she cannot give adequate care.
It is an issue of professional ethics if a nurse is expected to 
perform tasks in a manner incompatible with professional standards.
It is an issue of professional ethics if a nurse witnesses non
professional personnel performing services which should be performed 
only by graduate nurses."55

By the same line of reasoning, these issues are also considered a matter of 

professional ethics by the Joint Commission of Hospital Accreditation, state 
licensing regulations, and federal hospital regulating agencies. It can be

54Economic Security Unit, American Nurses Association, "What Every 
Nurse Should Know About Economics: Professional Nurses and Collective 
Bargaining," (unpublished memeograph; New York: The Association, 
September, 1965), p. 7

55J. B. Gillingham, "Collective Bargaining and Professional Ethics," 
American Journal of Nursing. Vol. 50 (April, 1950), 214-216.
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assumed, therefore, that if hospitals are not already doing all they can to 
alleviate the above issues, collective bargaining may hinder rather than 
hasten the process. Gillingham further asserts that such matters as treat
ment by supervisors, physicians, or anyone else in such a manner as to in
jure the dignity or integrity of the nurse or the prestige of the profession 
is an issue of professional ethics. But the issue which is put forth that 
nurses should not passively accept an economic status which discourages 
capable persons from entering the profession is the one which most directly 

relates to the profession's collective bargaining activities. To Professor 
Gillingham, "collective bargaining and professional ethics are not only 

compatible but inseparable." It is assumed by the ANA and its supporters 
that professional employees are still professional even though they have 

chosen to bargain collectively. Whether or not this assumption is true is 
determined by the objectives which are sought, the means used, and the conse
quences which result from collective bargaining.

Objectives, Means, and Consequences. The ANA asserts that as long as 
the determination of such objectives, means, and policies remain under the 
democratic control of nurses and as long as nurses and their associations 
give first consideration to the physical welfare of patients, there should 

be no problem regarding the compatibility of professional ethics and col
lective bargaining. However, the first condition cited inferes that nurses' 
associations be the bargaining agent for nurses; the second implies that the 
strike, the prime source of bargaining power of other employee groups, will 
be and will continue to be rejected by nurses and by their bargaining agent. 
The issues of professional ethics which seem to indicate a need for collective 
bargaining can also be the main source which makes their bargaining position 
intrinsically weak: professional ethics demands that nurses refrain from
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developing bargaining power which in any way might be at the expense of the 

security of the hospital patients. A professional organization which be
comes a collective bargaining agent becomes primarily a union —  in law and 

in fact. Following are but a few of the problems involved when a State 
nurses' association is recognized as a bargaining agent.
Composition of the Bargaining Unit —  Nursing Supervisors

The Taft-Hartley Act is quite specific in its exclusions from a bar
gaining unit. Employees clearly associated with management are excluded.

The factors considered by the NLRB in determining the appropriate unit are:
1. The bargaining history of the company or industry.
2. Similarity of wage scales, duties, hours, and work

ing conditions.

3. Membership eligibility requirements of the union 
involved.

4. The extent of the type of union organization of 
the employees who will vote.

5. The employee's own wishes.
6. The organizational structure of the company and 

its relationship to the proposed bargaining unit.
The term "supervisor" is clearly defined as "any individual having 
authority in the interest of the employer to hire, transfer, suspend, 
lay off, recall, promote, discharge, assign, reward, or discipline 
any other employees or responsibility to direct them, or to adjust 
their grievances or effectively to recommend such action if in con
nection with the foregoing the exercising of such authority is not 
merely of a routine or clerical nature, but recognizes the use of 
independent judgment."

This definition was meant for private industry, however, and has been inter
preted by NLRB and the courts to mean a supervisor is one who does different 
work from those he supervises: a supervisor spends time planning, laying 
out work, controlling, deciding, and ordering supplies and equipment. 56

56Commerce Clearing House, 1968 Guidebook To Labor Relations (8th ed.; 
Chicago: Commerce Clearing House, Inc., 1968), pp. 42-44.
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NLRB Rulings. From the hospital’s point of view there can be no quarrel 

with the proposition that nursing supervisors should be excluded from bargain
ing units and that supervisory conflict of interest should be avoided. Be

cause the great majority of registered nurses supervise other nursing person
nel and non-professional personnel, it can be argued that almost every 

registered nurse should be considered a supervisor within the Taft-Hartley 
definition. However, the NLRB has rejected this interpretation. Even under 
a fairly liberal interpretation, every nurse at or above the charge nurse 

level should qualify as a Taft-Hartley supervisor. Although the NLRB adopted 
this interpretation in excluding LPN charge nurses from broad service and 
maintenance units in non-exempt hospitals [University Nursing Homes, Inc.,
168 NLRB #53 (1967)3, it has refused to exclude registered nurses who act 
as charge nurses from professional nursing units [Diversified Health Services. 

Inc., 180 NLRB #26 (1969)3. The Board has distinguished between professional 
supervisors and the Taft-Hartley definition. As a result, relatively few 
professional nurses are excluded from the bargaining unit if they are super
visors and are protected by the NLRB or State legislation.

Management's Alternatives. Regardless, whether or not the RN supervisor 
is included in the bargaining unit, she must deal oa a management-labor basis 
with her own professional organization. The hospital management is thus 
confronted with the choice of allowing her to handle grievances filed by her 
own professional association on behalf of other nurses or forcing her to re
sign from that organization. Either way the RN supervisor will be faced 
with a conflict of interest problem. The hospital management is also faced 
with the problem that more employees tend to vote for or against their 
supervisor than for or against the hospital and that the key to maintaining 
non-union status is the first-line supervisor. When this key person is a
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member of the bargaining unit, management and the hospital suffers.^

The question of whether supervisors should be included in bargaining 
units with staff nurses is one of the most hotly contested issues when 
nurses engage in collective bargaining. There are difficult legal and oc
cupational issues for the ANA to confront: strong interest seems to unite 

all professional nurses; on the other hand, collective bargaining by nurses 
necessitates that certain lines be drawn between management and non-manage
ment personnel in order to carry out bargaining within the framework provided. 
Conflict of Interests —  Director of Nursing Service

Within the hospital, the person having ultimate authority and responsi
bility for the nursing care offered is the Director of Nursing Service.
Pulled in many directions the director is in a difficult, vulnerable posi

tion during organizational attempts by her prfoessional organization. She 
is definitely a part of management, yet her own professional association 
desires to become, or is, the bargaining agent for the nursing staff. The 
director has a major policy-making role in all matters relating to the 

quality of nursing care, and as a member of management should have a signifi
cant role in the collective bargaining procedure. At the same time, the 

professional organization looks to the director, as a nurse in a leadership 
position, to further the goals of the profession and to support association 
programs to achieve those goals, including the Economic Security Program.

ANA Position. For the protection of both parties to the bargaining 
table, labor law requires "arms-length" bargaining. Therefore, the ANA 
concedes the necessity of excluding Directors of Nursing from the bargaining 
unit. To further safeguard this self-determination principle, it is also

"^Norman Metzger, "Is Union Organization of the Employees in Your 
Hospital Inevitable?," Hospital Management, July, 1971, pp. 14-15.



necessary to protect the local unit from management domination that could 
result from the participation of the director in running the professional 
association. Thus, the Economic Security Program is structured so that 
they are excluded from State Nurses' Association boards and are prohibited 
from voting in any matter that would benefit their employer and subvert 
the will of the nurses in the bargaining unit. The ANA sees the director 

as essentially a part of management and sees her position as one of neu
trality.^®

Management Representative. While the director has an obligation to 
interpret the aims of her profession to management, she cannot be expected 
to be exclusively nurse-oriented. Her function is to represent management, 
implement policies, and serve as management's expert in matters involving 

nursing practices. The director should participate in negotiations as a 
full member of the management team. In this capacity, the views cited by the 
director may or may not coincide with the views put forth by the represen
tatives of the local unit. In an effort to keep this position of possible 
conflict from causing a disruption of relations between the director and her 

staff, the State Nurses' Association assigns a staff to work with the nurses. 
This staff is made up of nurses who are not employees of the facility with 
which they are bargaining.

The advent of collective bargaining should not change the director's 
managerial relationships to the overall institution nor the inherent profes
sional responsibilities of the position. The two are, however, often placed 
in conflict when attempts to organize and bargain collectively are put into 
play. The ANA's policy is that this conflict is unnecessary: "organized

5®Shirley M. Thompson, "Economically Speaking: The Views of a Director 
of Nursing," American Journal of Nursing, Vol. 65 (June, 1965), 85-88.
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nursing units speak for 'nurses' ; the director speaks for 'nursing', and as 
such is managements representative. Therefore, she can uphold attempts to 
bargain collectively when the quality of nursing is at stake."59

But the fact remains that the director is a member of the ANA and State 

Association and as such works closely with the executive director of the state 
association who often acts as the main spokesman for nurses in their negoti
ations with management. A conflict of interest still exists no matter what 
steps the ANA takes to exclude directors of nursing from the economic se

curity division of the association. With the growth of militant unionism 
among nurses, it is evident that her position will become even more conflict
ing in her relationships with the association. If the director is truly a 
member of management, then she cannot serve a role in an association which is 
a collective bargaining agency.
Negotiations and Management's Rights

Should the hospital be faced with collective bargaining with an organ
ized group of nurses, another issue peculiar to the application of collective 
bargaining principles to professional associations must be considered. The 

hospital will not only be faced with economic demands but also, and more im
portantly, with demands that the bargaining unit be allowed to co-determine 

policy decisions which traditionally have been determined by hospital manage
ment as a perogative of management's rights. In the private business sector, 
the employer's right to design and control the kind and quality of a product 
has been relatively unchallenged. In the public and quasi-public sectors, 
many of the demands made in negotiations challenge the professional rights 
of management. The standard bread and butter issues of collective bargain
ing, such as salaries and fringe benefits, are handled much the same way as

59"The Role of the Director of an Organized Nursing Service in Collective 
Bargaining: An ANA Statement," American Journal of Nursing, Voi. 70 (March. 
1970)t 551-556.
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in traditional bargaining. However, a new sophistication must be developed 
in dealing with the aspirations of the professionals to improve their status, 
to reduce non-nursing duty involvement, and to obtain recognition as essen
tial elements of the patient care delivery team.

Recent Demands. Following are but three recent examples of demands 
made by state nurses' associations which resulted in agreements that include 
policy making involvement.

New York. New York's Mount Sinai Hospital and the New York State 

Nurses' Association agreed in January of 1971 to the setting up of a counsel 
of nursing practitioners made up of all nurses covered by the agreement.
The council is "to foster adherence to standards enumerated by the profes
sion." It receives and reviews recommendations from an elected executive 

committee and refers approved recommendations to the nursing service director. 
An appeal system provides for the submission of the recommendations to the 
board of trustees if it has been rejected by the director of the hospital. 
Board decision is final and not subject to change.

The agreement also provides for a committee on nursing practice. The 
director of nursing service acts as a consultant, and the committee reviews, 
recommends, and develops "standards of nursing practice specific to Mount 
Sinai Hospital and consistent with those enunciated by the profession."
The committee also defines non-nursing involvement, analyzes factors that 
"impede the practice of nursing as adopted by the council", makes recommen
dations on such factors, receives and reviews nurses' problems of practice, 
and makes recommendations on all these matters to the council.60

Tennessee. A three-year "memorandum of understanding" was signed by 
registered nurses in the Tennessee Nurses' Association local unit of the

60"Nurses Guaranteed Right to Govern Nurse Practice," American Journal 
of Nursing, Vol. 71 (January, 1971), 11.



City of Memphis and the board of trustees of the City of Memphis Hospital. 
This "understanding" recognizes a nursing council which is involved in de
cisions and policy making that affect nursing: budget; purchase of supplies 
and equipment; training and education policies; staffing; assignments; hir
ing; promotions; research programs; and new patient care programs.61

Iowa. In June of 1970, 54 nurses participated in a massive resignation 
in Ames, Iowa. The walkout was precipitated by the nurses' perceived lack 

of voice in hospital affairs —  especially in matters concerning the practice 
of nursing and the quality of patient care. This was reportedly the first 

situation of its kind; other mass resignations of nurses involved either 
salary disputes or efforts for recognition. The nurses in this instance 
were asking for a patient care committee, an orientation program for new 
staff members, and a nursing care committee as well as for the inclusion of 
head nurses and part-time nurses in any agreement.62

Although many of the demands cited above are often practiced by non- 
unionized hospitals, the fact that they were made part of the collective 

bargaining agreement puts them in an entirely different light —  they become 
possible items for a grievance.

Because of this infringement upon matters which are traditionally con
sidered to be management's right, it is important that the hospital have a 
firm philosophy to serve as a guide for the formulation of proposals and 

for evaluating union proposals. In the private sector, management negotia
tions have generally relied on the management rights doctrine as the guiding 
philosophy. The doctrine has been defined as a rule of construction whereby

61"City of Memphis Nurses Sign 'Understanding,'" American Journal of 
Nursing, Vol. 71 (February, 1971), 243.

62"Iowa Nurses Resign Over Non-economic Issues," ANA in Action, Vol. 11 
(Fall, 1970), 1, 10.
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management retains all those rights which it does not negotiate away.^ 

Integral to this doctrine is the concept that it is management's duty to 
act and it is the union's duty to challenge if the union feels that manage
ment's action is not in keeping with the negotiated agreement. The associ
ation's role should not be that of policy and decision maker with equal 
rank as management, but rather one of "watch dog." Theodore Clark, Jr. 
states :

" . . .  once the agreement is executed, the union representative's 
role as negotiator of contractual policy on an equal footing with 
the management representatives ceases and thereafter they should 
assume an entirely different role. That role should be the polic
ing of the agreement to determine whether actions taken by the 
administration are contrary to the contractual commitment previ
ously agreed upon. The union then becomes a 'watch dog' and is 
able to perform this function by means of properly conceived 
grievance and arbitration procedures.

The ANA, however, is not content to be a "watch dog" of hospital policy.
Therefore, a management rights clause should be given top priority by the
hospital when negotiating with the association.

Management Rights Clause. In the absence of collective bargaining
agreements, management is free to direct its operation at its own discretion
within the limitations of the law. Management rights usually cover those
rights affecting the employer-employee relationship through the collective

bargaining process. Over the years, the typical management has taken two
different approaches to the matter of protecting its rights. The first
approach is to avoid any management rights clause in a contract on the

theory that certain rights are inherent in management. The second approach
is that management should include a management rights clause in the agreement 63 64

63R. Theodore Clark, Jr., "Negotiating the Public Sector Agreement," 
in Collective Negotiations and Public Administration, ed. by Thomas P. Gilroy 
and Anthony V. Sinicropi (Iowa City, Iowa: Center for Labor and Management, 
University of Iowa, 1970), p. 30.

64Ibid., p. 32.
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in order to establish in clear terms the scope of management's action which 
is to remain free despite its contractual obligations. In other words, a 
management rights clause should specifically spell out all matters which 
management wishes to retain as its sole discretion so that there will be no 
room for dispute concerning those matters.

A management rights clause usually begins with a provision to this 
effect :

"It is understood and agreed that the administration of 
retains the right to operate said hospital and that all management rights 
repose in it, but that such rights must be exercised consistently with the 
other provisions of this contract. These rights include but are not limited 
to the following. . ."

After such a preamble, the basic management rights should be listed.
Some of those which should be included are the right to:

1. Hire, assign, or transfer employees.
2. Determine the mission of the hospital.
3. Determine the methods, means, and number of personnel.
4. Introduce new or improved methods or facilities.
5. Change existing methods or facilities.
6. Establish and require observance of reasonable rules and 

regulations.
7. Discipline and discharge for just cause.
8. Contract out for goods or services.
9. Select supervisors.

10. Determine the budget for each service.
No-Strike Policy and Collective Bargaining

Right to Strike. The ANA's relinquishment of the right to strike has two 
forces behind it. The foremost one is the actual conviction of nurses them
selves who, motivated primarily by service, consider strike action inconsis
tent with their responsibility to their patients. The secondary force against 

striking is the negative effect it would have on the public. For example, 
the Massachusetts Nurses' Association's principles of economic security drawn 
up and adopted in 1956 states:
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• • • To achieve the purpose of the economic security program, 

all customary and appropriate means of collective bargaining 
should be used except the strike. Because of their professional 
obligation to their patients, nurses voluntarily give up their 
right to strike; they believe and assert, however, that this 
surrender of the most powerful sanction in collective bargaining 
obligates their employers to recognize the representatives they 
duly choose and to deal justly with them through those 
representatives.

On the other hand, Abner Willoughby observes: " . . .  the threat and the 

actuality of the strike will increasingly diminish past reliance for labor 
peace on the absence of the right to strike in public employment. It is 
precisely this development which causes labor experts to lock horns on the 
question: Can there be collective bargaining without the right to strike?"65 66 

The right to strike in an institution supplying a vital service, such as a 
hospital, is, then, an undecided issue.

The public employee is precluded by law from work stoppages; the profes
sional is precluded by his own ethical standards. But the net result may be 
much the same. The ban on strikes by federal employees is supported by re

ports by the Advisory Committee on Intergovernmental Relations. Most state 
laws dealing with public employees prohibit strikes. But these bans have 

not prevented strikes by government employees. Public employees have come 

to realize their ultimate power and are exercising it regardless of restric
tive legislation, regardless of court decisions, and regardless of any sanc
tions which might be imposed. Hopefully, the developments in the public 
sector that offer some hope for a rational approach to the resolution of 
difficult disputes will also provide the basis for further gains among pro
fessional employees of the not-for-profit hospital who do not have the bene
fit of protective state legislation.

65Anne B. Mahoney, "Bargaining Rights for Nurses: Convincing the Member
ship," American Journal of Nursing. Vol. 66 (March, 1966), 545.

66Abner Willoughby, "Public Employment Bargaining: Avoiding Crisis —  
Another Approach," in Collective Negotiation and Public Administration, ed. 
by Thomas P. Gilroy and Anthony V. Sinicropi (Iowa City, Iowa: Center for 
Labor and Management, University of Iowa, 1970), p .  63.
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Mr. Stanley Little, National President of the Canadian Union of Public 

employees, stated in 1967 that:

" . . .  while we do not expressly advocate strikes, we think it is 
important that the "right-to-strike" be maintained as a right.
For trade unionists in public service, the right to negotiate is 
not synonymous with the right to strike. Our formula is that 
there is a wide range of techniques for inhibiting strikes, short 
of legal prohibitions, providing these techniques do not infringe 
on basic democratic rights. . . . But, I am sure we can all agree 
that this does not mean that such strikes are a desirable method 
of settling disputes. In the public service, a strike is the 
very last resort when all other methods have failed."®^

He is saying that the possibility of a strike is necessary for true collec
tive bargaining to take place, but this does not infer the certainty or 
even the probability of a strike. Much of the literature on collective 
bargaining bears out the fact that the probability of a strike is reduced 
where the possibility exists. The strike ban itself often becomes a chal
lenge to the ingenuity of the worker. As the nurses demonstrated with 
their mass resignation in an Iowa city hospital the mind of man is more than 
a match for a statute that tries to dictate conduct endorsed as proper for 

some but deemed unacceptable for others, whether that statute is by virtue 
of law or professional sanction.

In the private sector, collective bargaining and voluntary dispute set
tlement have a good record. However, different rules apply in the public 
sector because of the community antagonism toward interruption of public 
service and the inconvenience and danger to health that are occasioned by 
the possibilities of strikes to public service, particularly in hospitals.
It seems, therefore, that a substitute must be developed for the strike —  

which includes a substitute for mass resignations, slowdowns in the

^Stanley A. Little, "Union or Association Objectives: A Labor View
point," in Collective Bargaining in the Public Service: Theory and Prac
tice, ed. by Kenneth 0. Warner (Chicago: Public Personnel Association, 
1967), p. 56.
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provision of service, and mass sick calls. All of the latter are "strikes" 
in the sense that they are attempts to apply economic pressure to the employer.

Substitute Procedures. Substitute procedures for the right to strike 
in the private sector have been developed over the years, assisted by a 

healthy public interest. Representative elections have largely supplanted 
organizational and recognition strikes. Grievance arbitration made feasible 
and acceptable the contractual no-strike clause during the contract period. 

Representation elections have been formulized in the private sector with 
elaborate legislative and administrative procedures. Grievance arbitration 

was a more voluntary development stimulated by the enlightened self-interest 
of union and management.

Should the hospital administration agree to a representation election, 
it is legally allowed to point out the disadvantages of collective bargain
ing, the advantages of remaining non-union, and to tell employees what the 
hospital has done in the past for them without collective bargaining.
The Hospital administration cannot, however, threaten any reprisal or 

promise any benefit in order to obtain a vote against the bargaining agent 
(NLRB, Section 8c). For example, the administrator can write a letter to 

the nurses containing factual information; but conducting small group meet

ings is forbidden on the theory that the person-to-person contact between 
management and worker is inordinately persuasive. Large meetings are al^ 

right but not within twenty-four hours of the election if held on company 
time. The law assumes that the status of management gives it an edge, and 
it must be careful not to abuse this power. In a hospital environment no 
equivalent body of law has yet been firmly developed. However, there is 

ample reason to believe that the general guidelines from private industry
will be followed.
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The grievance procedure ending in arbitration has become a very 

practical procedure for resolving disputes during the life of collective 
bargaining agreements. The right to strike is foregone for a grievance 
procedure which is culminated in resolution of the dispute by an impartial, 

mutually selected third party. Such impartial dispute-settlement machinery 
assumes the continuity of services and at the same time gives both parties 

an opportunity to press their case, air proposals, and to receive a response 
from neutral parties of their own designation. These third parties then 
come forward with recommendations for an equitable solution to the conflict, 
based on claims made by both sides. This procedure would make it possible 
to weigh the demands in light of community needs for continued services and 
the resources which can be made available to meet such demands.

Voluntary Arbitration. Voluntary arbitration is judicial in nature. 
When two parties are unable to resolve a dispute by mutual agreement, they 
submit the particular issue to an impartial person for solution. The 
solution that is thus arrived at is final and binding on both parties. It 

is voluntarily adopted by both parties and is the final step of a grievance 
procedure to adjudicate disputes arising out of the agreement. In this 

type of arbitration, the arbitrator is limited to interpreting and applying 
some term of a collective bargaining agreement. The use of voluntary 

arbitration to settle disputes arising out of agreement interpretation and 
application provides for continuing operations while deciding disputed 
claims and grievances. A grievance procedure without voluntary arbitration 
of this nature is ineffective. When grievance cannot be settled internally, 

the disputed matters should be submitted to a disinterested party rather 
than resorting to economic pressures. Thus, both the association and the
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employee will understand that management's decision can be questioned and 
reviewed without work stoppage.68

Voluntary arbitration should not be confused with that form of arbi
tration which takes place during contract negotiations. The latter is 
often mandated by law and is less likely to be accepted by both parties; 
it is often called compulsory or legislative arbitration.

Compulsory Arbitration. Compulsory arbitration is usually used when 
an impasse is reached during a renegotiation of the present agreement or at 
the time of a new agreement. This type of arbitration has become popular 
because of the increased number of strikes during agreement negotiations 
which have inconvenienced the public or threatened public health and safety. 

Unlike voluntary arbitration, compulsory arbitration authorizes the arbi
trator to write agreement terms which are in dispute (rather than interpret

ing those that are already written). When compulsory arbitration is imposed, 
the parties may or may not accept the final decisions since it was imposed 

upon them, even though acceptance is prescribed by law. Compulsory arbitra
tion is more a compromising effort rather than an effort to decide what is
correct.69 70

Establishing a Greivance Procedure

Important as the negotiations of the terms of the agreement are, they 
are just one part of the collective bargaining process. There is still an 
everyday need for agreement on everyday matters. Even under the most care
fully written of agreements, or in the best-run of hospitals, this need 
exists. In fact, it exists with or without a labor organization or bargain-

6®Cohen, Labor in the Unites States, pp. 265-269.

^For a good treatment of arguments for and against compulsory arbi
tration see Norman Metzger, "Compulsory Arbitrations Stifles Negotiations," 
Hospital Progress, Vol. 51 (May, 1970), 96-99, 104.



ing group. The solution of these day-to-day difficulties can be reached 

through a grievance procedure —  through the formal plan established in 
the contract which outlines the channels for adjustment of grievances 
through progressively higher levels of administration.

From the indivdual nurse's point of view, grievance handling may be 
the most important part of collective bargaining since grievances are 

matters which affect her in very personal ways. But collective bargaining 
is a two-way street and management also has a great deal to gain from a 
sound grievance procedure.

Definition. In negotiating the contract, the representative of the 

nurses, the state nurses association, and the hospital representatives agree 
upon a definition of a grievance to be written into the contract. It is 
against this contractual definition and the terms of the agreement itself 

that complaints are measured. This contractual definition can be very 
broad, very restrictive, or somewhat in between. Where both parties have 

confidence in collective bargaining and in the techniques of grievance pro
cedure, agreements are usually written so that any problem can be taken up. 

Restrictive definitions, spelling out the specific types of grievances which 
may or may not be handled, are usually found only in initial contracts where 
doubts and fears about the constructive nature of collective bargaining 
still exist. In its broadest meaning, a grievance is: "any discontent or 
dissatisfaction, whether expressed or not, and whether valid or not, arising 
out of anything connected with the company that an employee thinks, believes, 
or even 'feels' is unfair, unjust, or inequitable." ̂

Series of steps. A key element in a fair grievance procedure is an 
orderly series of steps, progressing upwards through successively higher 71

71-■•Michael J. Jucius, Personnel Management. (5th ed.; Homewood, Illinois: 
Richard D. Irwin, Inc., 1963), p. 450.



levels of administration, and ending in voluntary arbitration. A fair 
decision is just as possible at the first step as it is at the last.

First, the grievance procedure fixes responsibility for decisions by 
naming the person responsible for making decisions at each level. This 
fixing of responsibility should benefit all concerned. The employee knows 
who to go to and supervisors know what matters are within their province 
and which are not. Thus, for example, when problems that involve hospital
wide policy are referred from the immediate supervisor to a higher level, 

it reflects the proper assessment of responsibility. Moreover, because 
the grievance can be taken higher, each level of supervision is under 
pressure to make a responsible decision.

Secondly, a good grievance procedure keeps the steps in order and 
limits the number of steps. In practice, a three or four step procedure 

is more than adequate. Even in firms employing thousands of people and 
with a complex organizational structure, it should not be necessary to 
have more than five steps.

Lastly, a good grievance procedure should provide for voluntary arbi
tration. For the procedure to be effective and impartial, two basic in
gredients are necessary: (1) The arbitrator should be someone trained in 
arbitration; (2) he should be someone completely impartial to both the 
hospital and the employee lodging the grievance. In all too many hospitals, 
the grievance procedure utilized provides that final disposition be intern

ally controlled, and, therefore, tends to be subjective rather than objec-
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^Neil W. Chamberlain and James W. Kuhn, Collective Bargaining (2nd. 
ed.; New York: McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1965).
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Grievance Procedure. Although many hospitals are reluctant to submit 

grievances to a third party, there really is no substitute for this control 
for fairness. The ultimate decision may be made by the Board of Trustees 

of the hospital, or by a committee they appoint. But when the final and 
binding decision is made by a hospital representative(s), the decision is 
naturally suspect of being one-sided and readily looked upon by the employ
ees as unfair. In contrast, the submission of the grievance to an impartial 
outsider is affirmatively demonstrating its intention to deal fairly with 
its employees and is deserving of their confidence. The mere fact that the 
third party is available should encourage the employee and management to 
arrive at a settlement without appealing to him.

With a formal grievance procedure, supervisors must become more aware 
of the need for documentation of disciplinary actions, of the need for a 
more thorough and critical evaluation of employee performance, and of the 

need for a better understanding of job descriptions and job evaluations. 
Therefore, the hospital should provide educational opportunities for improv
ing a supervisor's managerial ability.

The grievance procedure adopted by Good Samaritan Hospital, Mount 
Vernon, Illinois, in 1969 is outlined below. At the time that this pro
cedure was initiated, Good Samaritan Hospital's nurses were not organized 
as a bargaining unit. Therefore, they were informed that the personnel 

department of the hospital was available to assist them in putting their 
grievances in writing; or, if they wished, some other third party could 

assist them (e.g., a business man, minister, attorney, friend, or co-worker). 
Also the hospital decided that it would be advantageous to become a member 

of the American Arbitration Association since the procedure provides for 
arbitration and follows the grievance procedure outline discussed at the



I. Definition of Grievance

A grievance shall be considered to be any complaint 
or dissatisfaction arising from an interpretation, 
application, or claimed violation of any provision of 
hospital policies, rules, or regulations, and may be 
submitted to arbitration under the voluntary arbitra
tion rule of the AAA.

II. Policy

Department heads and supervisors should attempt to 
anticipate and prevent causes of grievances. Employ
ees, however, have the right to seek assistance in 
solving on-the-jbb problems via the following pro
cedure.

III. Procedure

A. An employee with a grievance should discuss the 
grievance orally with his immediate supervisor.

B. If the; grievance is not satisfied, the employee 
should give his supervisor written notice, in 
duplicate and within five days, that he is appeal
ing to the department head. This appeal must
be dated and signed by the employee. The depart
ment head shall give the employee written answer 
to the grievance within three days.

C. If the grievance is not settled in Step B, the 
employee must submit a written notice, in dupli
cate and within three days of receipt of the 
answer of the department head, to the hospital 
administrator or designated representative.
The administrator or designated representative 
will then meet with the employee at a time 
determined by the administration, but within 
six days of the receipt of the appeal. The 
hospital administrator shall give a written 
answer to the grievance within ten days of the 
meeting with the employee. This answer must 
be dated and signed.

D. If the grievance is still unresolved after 
Step C, the grievance may be submitted to 
arbitration otitside the hospital upon the 
employee's written notification to the hos
pital administrator that he desires to have 
the grievance submitted to arbitration. The 
employee's written notification to the admin
istrator must be made within five days after 
receipt of the administrator's written answer

1967 CHA personnel workshop. The procedure Is as follows:



to the grievance. This request for arbitra
tion must be dated and signed.

IV. Function of the Personnel Department

The personnel department is available to help all 
employees solve problems and complaints at any 
time. The personnel director will answer all ques
tions about the procedure and will assist the em
ployee in preparing a written presentation, if the 
employee so desires. However, the employee may seek 
the assistance of anyone of his own choosing for 
preparation and presentation of the grievance.

The procedure goes on to detail the finality of the arbitrator's decision
and his limits.73

GUIDELINES

In a broad sense, collective bargaining can be described as a method 
of making decisions, through selected representatives, concerning the terms 
and conditions of employment. The basic nature of collective bargaining 
can, thus, be simply described, but the subject itself is complex because 
the form, subject matter, and processes of bargaining vary significantly 
among situations. An understanding of the dynamics of the bargaining 
process requires some appreciation of these complexities that flow from the 
bargaining structure, the social and economic constraints, and the internal 

characteristics of the employees' association. The above treatment of the 
development of the ANA Economic Security Program and of the legal aspects 
of collective bargaining, as well as the brief treatment of some of the 
major issues, was an attempt to facilitate such an understanding.

Labor relations is a new experience for most hospital adminstrators 
and is one of many demands and challenges. However, there are some guide
lines or suggestions which will help considerably before and during

73As quoted in Fred J. Schlosser, Jr., "Establishing a Grievance 
Procedure," Hospital Progress. Vol. 50 (December, 1969), 22-23, 26.
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organizational negotiations. The basis for these guidelines is the fact 
that hospital administration, as the employer, has the right, as well as 
the obligation, to fully participate in a representative election. The 

hospital administration has the responsibility to (1) see that represen
tation is not forced upon the employees and (2) assure the employees a 
free choice in the matter of representation. This does not imply that 
it is obligated to protect the rights of each employee.
Obtain Specialized Assistance

It is important that, during organizational attempts, hospital manage
ment obtain the services of a competent attorney and an experienced labor- 
relations consultant. While the attorney will be involved in reviewing 
the legal aspects of the hospital's activity during the organizational 
drive, the consultant should provide a sound assessment of employee attitudes, 
together with a detailed plan recommending initial campaign strategy for re
view and acceptance by the hospital administration.
Maintain Management Control

During the period of increasing pressures, management should keep its 

posture, supervisory education, and written communications uppermost in mind 
at all times. It is very important that management control the comments 
and physical activities of each member of the management team so that com
posure is maintained at all times regardless of the pressures created by 
the employee organization. More specifically, the management team should 
refrain from doing anything or saying anything which would indicate a will
ingness to make changes due to pressure. The amount of visible management 

interest and activity should be proportioned to the intensity of the organi
zation's pressure.
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Suggestions for Action

Management must be so organized as to be able to rapidly analyze 

significant union arguments and immediately decide upon the strategy to be 
utilized. Some suggestions for action are:

1. Never give an audience to a representative until the 
law requires it.

2. Never look at the pledge cards; always state that you 
doubt the association's right to representation and 
the reliability of proof of a union majority without 
a secret ballot election.

3. Respond immediately to the initial letter of claim; 
this documents your position. All correspondence 
which you send to the employees' organization should 
be by certified mail, return receipt requested.

4. All employees should be notified of what has trans
pired. A straightforward personal letter is the most 
desirable form of communication.

5. Brief the1 staff members immediately on what has trans
pired, management's attitude, and proposed action.
They should be briefed continuously so that they are 
up to date at all times. This is important so that 
they will be instructed properly and so that the hos
pital's intentions will be properly evidenced.

6. Review past complaints and grievances in an attempt 
to determine what the dissatisfaction is which 
triggered the organization drive.

7. Call other health facilities to see if they are having 
the same kind of activity.

8. Review salary and wage rates and fringe benefits to 
see if they are up to date.

Maintain Adequate Communications

Perhaps the most important element is to maintain open and upward com
munications with supervisors and all employees. There are three general 

areas which should be considered: explanation of election details, combat-

^Adapted from Theo Haimann, Supervisory Management: For Hospitals 
and Related Health Facilities (St. Louis, Missouri: Catholic Hospital 
Association, 1965), p. 311.



ing of union attacks, and presentation of the hospital's side factually 
and positively. In relating information about these areas, the communi
cation should tell the truth, explain the conditions which exist with 
unionization, be positve and agressive, have the right timing, and follow 
the proper legal rules. It is also important that employees are aware of 
the concern of administration with the personal welfare of employees, the 
wage rates and benefits with others in the community, and the economic 
factors that affect wage rates.

Establish a Policy Concerning Organizational Drives

When the union is recognized, administration's first task is to set a 
policy that all members of the administrative team know, understand, and 
live by. The policy should be in writing and be circulated among the mem
bers of administration. Group meetings conducted by the personnel staff 

ensures that the policy is fully understood and that it is to be followed. 
Neither an armed truce" policy nor a policy which gives the employee organi
zation everything it asks will work in the long run. Instead, a knowledge
able labor relations department should be created as well as a "middle 
ground ' policy aimed at the development of a harmonious working relationship 
without the surrender of necessary management rights. The hospital should 
develop its attitude and character of fairness, but remain firm in bargaining 
and problem-solving. Also, it should communicate honestly and completely 
with the employee organization.75 With this type of policy, the employee 

organization is more likely to turn its energies constructively toward im

proving employee-employer relations, support the hospital, and be more will
ing to settle grievances without trying to push to the limit.

75Meyer S. Ryder, Charles M. Rehmus, and Sanford Cohen, Management 
Preparation for Collective Bargaining (Homewood, Illinois : Dow Jones—Irwin, 
Inc., 1966), p. 43.
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"Learning a New Dance Step"

The economic security division of the American Nurses Association 
has displayed an unusual sense of responsibility in their dealings with 
hospital management in regard to collective bargaining. Thus, the 

organization of a hospital's professional nurses need not be disastrous. 
However, a new sophistication must be developed —  collective bargaining 
rules which are appropriate in industrial organizations, or even with 
the hospital's non-professional employees, will not be sufficient. As 
a director of nursing commented about this new relationship, "You're 
going to have to learn a new dance step.

The economic, social and political characteristics peculiar to 
voluntary, not-for-profit hospitals will greatly influence the structure 
and conduct of the collective bargaining agreement with professional 

nurses. Whether collective bargaining is voluntary or statuatory, it must 
be conducted with the public interest in mind and provide for the contin
uation of essential health care services. The strike cannot take the 
widely accepted functional role it has in private industry. New means 
of reaching agreements between labor and management will be of prime im
portance. Hospital administration can no longer hide behind the tradi
tional arguments, but must accept this trend and be prepared when the 
American Nurses Association's organizational drive knocks at their door. 
They will, indeed, have to learn a "new dance step".

^Norman Metzger, "You Must Learn a New Dance Step. . .If You Are 
Negotiating a Contract With Nurses," Hospital Management, May, 1971, p. 11.
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APPENDIX A

TEXT OF A.N.A. SAMPLE AGREEMENT

PREAMBLE

The ___________________  Hospital, hereinafter referred to as the Hospital
and the ____________________ Nurses Association, for itself and on behalf
°f the ___________________  Local Unit, hereinafter referred to as the
Association and Local Unit, respectively, hereby declare their intent to 
work towards excellent health care, and enter into this agreement on this 
______________  day of ______________, 19 ____ .

ARTICLE I - PURPOSE

The purpose of this agreement is to promote equitable employment relations 
and conditions, to provide for improved patient care, and to advance the 
standards of nursing practice to the end that better nursing care may be 
achieved.

ARTICLE II - RECOGNITION

A. The Hospital recognizes the Association as the exclusive representative 
of all registered nurses in the positions set forth in Section B of 
this articel for the purpose of collective bargaining with respect to 
salaries, rate of pay, hours and employment, and other terms and con
ditions of employment and practice.

B. This agreement shall cover all registered nurses, including those on a
part-time basis, who are Regularly employed by the Hospital in the fol
lowing positions : _________________________

ARTICLE III - ASSOCIATION MEMBERSHIP AND SECURITY
A. All nurses covered by this agreement shall become members of the 

Association within 30 days from the date of this agreement or within 
30 days of employment whichever is later. All nurses who are or be
come members of the Association shall remain members during the term 
of this agreement.

B. The Hospital shall furnish the Association with the names of the 
nurses employed to fill positions covered by this agreement on the 
  of each month.

C. The Hospital agrees to deduct the membership dues to the Association 
from the salaries of any nurses who execute the authorization form 
agreed upon by the Association and the Hospital. Said dues shall be
deducted in ____________  installments. Authorizations once filed
shall be irrevocable for a period of one year or until the termination 
of the agreement between the Hospital and the Association (including 
any extensions, renewals or modifications thereof, or any new agree
ment between the Hospital and the Association) whichever is sooner, 
and such authorization shall be automatically renewed for successive
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periods of one year unless written notice of the revocation is given 
by the nurse to the Hospital. Withheld amounts shall be forwarded
to the designated Association office on ______________  following the
actual withholding, together with a record of the amount and the 
names of those for whom deductions have been made.

ARTICLE IV - COMPENSATION

A. Effective _________________ __, 19 ____, all registered nurses employed
on a full-time basis shall receive the basic cash salaries listed below:

(List positions) (List basic cash salary for each)

____________________________  __________________ per __________________
____________________________ ____________________per___________________
or A and D (below) combined as follows :

A. Effective ________________ , 19 ____ , all registered nurses employed on
a full-time basis shall receive the basic cash salary per 
listed below:

(List basic cash salary for each)

APPENDIX A

w  ¿w... After After After After After
(list positions)

mos. of mos. of mos. of mos. of mos. of
service service service service service

B. All nurses with at least a baccalaureate degree from an accredited
nursing school shall receive as part of the regular rate of pay an 
additional $________  per ____________ .

C. Those with a master's degree or 30 credits beyond the baccalaureate
degree shall receive as part of the regular rate of pay an additional 
$______ per ____________ .

D. Nurses shall receive as part of the regular rate of pay the following 
additional compensation as recognition of length of service in the 
position:

After mos. of service, an additional $ per
After mos. of service, an additional $ per
After mos. of service, an additional $ per

E. Upon the employment by the Hospital of a nurse who has had prior exper
ience as a registered nurse, either in some other hospital or during a 
period of prior employment in the Hospital, and such experience was 
gained no more than ________ years before, and is relevant to the
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position, the experience shall be considered equivalent to employment 
in this Hospital for the purposes of Section D of this Article accord
ing to the following scale: ____________________________________

APPENDIX A

F. Nurses assigned to ( specify special services to which this applies) 
shall receive as part of the regular rate of pay an additional $
per ______________ .

G. A nurse who is required as part of the regular assignment to rotate
(wards, floors, departments) shall receive as part of the regular rate
of pay an additional $________  per ______________.

H. (1) Evening Shift: Nurses working the _____ p.m. to ___a.m. shift
shall be paid $______ per (or ______ percent) above the appropriate
salary.

(2) Night Shift: Nurses working the _____p.m. to _____a.m. shift shall
be paid $_______  per (or _______  percent) above the appropriate
salary.

(3) If a nurse is permanently assigned to evening or night shift, this 
differential shall become part of the regular rate of pay.

I. Nurses "on call" for operating and delivery room work, but not called,
shall be paid at the rate of ________ when "on call". When called to
work, nurses "on call" shall be compensated at __________  the
straight-time rate.

J. A nurse temporarily assigned to a unit or service other than the nurse's
regular assignment shall receive an additional $________  per

K. A nurse assigned temporarily or as part of a regular tour of duty, to 
a higher position, special service, or a position with a shift differ
ential, shall be compensated for such work at the rate of pay applicable 
to such positions.

L. Any nurse who is promoted from one classification to another shall be 
paid the appropriate salary according to the foregoing provisions for 
the classification to which the nurse has been promoted based upon the 
total length of employment in the Hospital and will thereafter receive 
appropriate length of service increases within the classification to 
which the nurse has been promoted. The anniversary date of original 
employment shall be maintained.

M. If during the term of this agreement there is a substantial change in
salaries paid to nurses in the community or in major geographical areas 
in the United States, then either part may reopen negotiations on this 
Article upon ______________  days written notice.

ARTICLE V - MAINTENANCE

A. It shall not be obligatory for the nurse to rent a room, or purchase 
meals or any other services from the Hospital.

B. If the nurse chooses to use the Hospital dining room meals shall be
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priced at no more than the cost to the Hospital for such meals.
C. The Hospital shall provide for the laundering of ______ uniforms per

week at no cost to the nurse.

D. Each nurse shall receive an allowance of $________ per year for the
purchase of uniforms. Such allowance shall be paid on of
each year.

ARTICLE VI - HOURS OF WORK AND PREMIUM PAY

A. The regularly scheduled work week of a full-time nurse shall be ______
consecutive hour days, for a total of ______ hours in any one week.
There shall be no split shifts.

B. A meal period of ______minutes shall be provided each nurse on each
shift within the regular working day. Two ______ minute rest periods
shall be allowed each nurse within each shift.

C - (1) All hours worked in excess of the regularly scheduled work week,
or the regularly scheduled work day, shall be compensated at the 
rate of time and one^half(1%) the regular straight time hourly 
rate.

(2) For purposes of computing overtime premium pay, the regular work
ing day is ______ hours and the regular working week is ______
hours. The formula for calculating rates of pay shall be as 
follows:

(insert appropriate formula for arriving at hourly rate 
from the salary as listed in the agreement.)

D. All work performed on Saturday or Sunday within the regular work week 
shall be compensated at time and one-half (II5) the regular straight 
time hourly rate. The scheduled work weeks shall be such that no nurse
will be required to work more than _____ weekends or Sundays within
______________ . If unusual circumstances arise so that the nurse is
required to work more than ______ weekends or Sundays within ,
the nurse shall receive $________ (or double the regular straight time
hourly rate) for each extra weekend or Sunday worked.

E. No regular full-time nurse shall be assigned to evening or night shift
for a period of (not more than) (not less than) ____________ , unless the
nurse expressly agrees to such assignments.

F. Time schedules and days off shall be posted at least ____________ in
advance. If, due to unusual circumstances, a nurse is assigned to duty
other than that posted, the nurse shall receive an additional $_______
for such duty.

ARTICLE VII - PART-TIME NURSES

A. A nurse regularly employed for less than the scheduled work week shall 
receive the hourly rate and fringe benefits proportionate to those for 
full-time employees in equivalent positions and length of service.

APPENDIX A
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B. Any nurse employed for less than a ________week period shall be
considered staff relief. The daily fee for staff relief shall be the 
same as the prevailing fee for private duty nursing or $ per
shift, whichever is higher.

ARTICLE VIII - VACATIONS

A. Nurses shall receive vacations at their regular rate of pay which shall
accrue at the rate of ________ working days per month for each month
worked. The vacation allowance for the first month of employment shall 
be computed from the date of employment as follows:

If employed on Vacation allowance
1st day through calendar days working days
_____day through ________ calendar days ' working days

or
A. Nurses shall receive vacations at their regular rate of pay which shall 

accrue at the following rates for each month worked during the vacation 
period:
For nurses with ___  year or less of service ___________ working days.
For nurses with ___  year or less of service ___________ working days.
For nurses with ___  year or less of service ___________ working days.

B. Vacations shall be earned in the period (January 1 to December 31). 
Vacations may be taken as earned and, in any event, must be taken not 
later than the following (January 1 to December 31) period. Vacations 
are cumulative from year to year if, due to unusual circumstances, the 
Hospital requests that the nurse postpone the vacation.

C. Vacations shall ordinarily be taken at the time desired by the nurse 
unless, in order to provide for staffing needs, the Hospital requests
a rescheduling. Rescheduling requests shall be made in reverse senior
ity order within each unit.

D. Prorated terminal vacation pay shall be granted to nurses. Nurses 
leaving the employ of the Hospital shall receive accumlated vacation 
pay at the time employment terminates.

ARTICLE IX - HOLIDAYS

A. All nurses shall receive the following holidays at their regular rate 
of pay:

APPENDIX A

B. A nurse required to work on a holiday shall be compensated at
times the regular straight-time rate and receive a compensatory day off 
with regular straight-time pay within ______ days.
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A.

APPENDIX A

A.

Holiday work shall be rotated by the Hospital.

o ™ iday f?\\S ^  nurse's re8ular day off, a compensatory dayoff with pay shall be given within ______ days. If a holiday falls
th^vac!tionUrSe ** Vacatl0n’ an extra daY with pay shall be added to 

ARTICLE X - SICK LEAVE

Each mirse shall be granted sick leave at the regular rate of pay on
the basis of ------- working days for each month of employment, from
date of employment and this shall be cumulative.

ARTICLE XI - EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM

nT e 6mpl?yee enrolling in one or more courses which con- 
«.ha 11^ Professional growth and service at an accredited institution 
shall be entitled to reimbursement of up to a maximum of $ a year
for tuition and books upon submission of proof of satisfactory comple- 
tion of such a course or courses. Such reimbursement shall be avail
able whether such nurse remains in active employment or is on leave as 
described in Article XII, Section C.below.

ARTICLE XII - LEAVES OF ABSENCE
A. Maternity leave of at least

loss of seniority and other rights. months shall be granted, with no

Military leave shall be granted so that the nurse may maintain her
status in the military reserve, with no loss of seniority and other rights.

Educational leave to further professional growth and advancement shall 
rights d UP t0 --------months, with no loss of seniority and other

Time off, at the regular rate of pay, shall be granted to attend at 
least -------- professional meetings, which shall include the following:

E.

A.

^ a l l L ^ r l u r T d ^ / 3"6 ^  ^  ShaU ^  t0 the “ « •  *ho

¥  ahl&nCe’ at ĥe regular rate °f pay shall be granted for aperiod of up to ------ days for critical Illness or death in the
immediate family. The immediate family is defined as

ARTICLE XIII - HEALTH PROGRAM

A physical examination, including chest x-ray, shall be given a nurse 
within one week of her employment and repeated annually without cost
p°™nf -aUr^'i The n!TSf Sha11 be given a reP°rt of the examination and a confidential record shall be kept by the Hospital.
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B. Appropriate immunizations shall be provided without cost to the nurse.
ARTICLE XIV - INSURANCE AND RETIREMENT PROGRAMS

(This clause should cover group insurance plans such as life, hospitaliza
tion, medical and surgical care, accident plans. Retirement plans should 
be provided in addition to Social Security. In general, these should be 
entirely employer financed. Depending upon the circumstances and the ap
plicable laws, mention may be made of coverage by Social Security, Unemploy
ment Insurance, Workmen's Compensation, and State Disability plans.)

ARTICLE XV - SENIORITY AND PROMOTION

Preference for promotion to all vacancies and new positions shall be given 
to nurses already employed by the Hospital. Nurses shall be notified and 
shall be given an opportunity to apply for such positions. Among nurses 
whose ability and qualifications are approximately the same, seniority 
shall determine the choice for promotion.

ARTICLE XVI - PHYSICAL FACILITIES

A. Lounge, lunch room and locker room facilities shall be provided for 
nurses at convenient locations.

B. The Hospital shall provide bulletin board spaces to the Association 
and Local Unit for their exclusive use.

C. Adequate and safe parking facilities shall be provided at convenient 
locations at no cost to the nurse.

ARTICLE XVII - BREAKAGE OR LOSS
The Hospital shall not charge nurses for breakage or loss of Hospital 
property.

ARTICLE XVIII - TERMINATION OF EMPLOYMENT

The Hospital shall give the nurse at least _______ weeks' written notice of
termination of employment, or _______ weeks' pay in lieu thereof. A nurse
shall give the Hospital at least _______ weeks' written notice of termination
of employment.

ARTICLE XIX - NON-DISCRIMINATION
The Hospital agrees that it will not discriminate against any nurse appli
cant or any nurse employee, either in hiring, promoting, or assigning to 
positions, or in regard to any other term or condition of employment, be
cause of race, color, national origin, religious or political belief, sex, 
marital status, or activity on behalf of the Association.

ARTICLE XX - RETENTION OF BENEFITS

Except as otherwise expressly provided herein, all privileges and benefits

APPENDIX A
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which nurses have hitherto enjoyed shall be maintained and continued by 
the hospital during the term of this agreement.

ARTICLE XXI - NURSING CARE REVIEW COMMITTEE

A committee shall be established for the purpose of determining conditions 
of employment and matters of nursing care not otherwise covered by the terms 
of this agreement. The committee shall consist of representatives
of the Local Unite and _______ representatives of the Hospital, one of whom
shall be the Director of Nursing. Meetings shall be held _______________ .
An Association representative may be present upon the request of the Local 
Unit at any or all meetings.

ARTICLE XXII - ADJUSTMENT OF GRIEVANCES

A. A "Grievance" is defined as any complaint of a nurse which has not been 
settled satisfactorily as a result of the discussions between the nurse 
and her supervisor, or any dispute or controversy between the Associ
ation and/or the Local Unit and the Hospital.

B.
Step. 1:

Step 2:

Step 3:

Grievance Procedure
A representative from the Local Unite grievance committee and 
the nurse shall put the grievance into writing and submit it 
to the Director of Nursing Service for discussion. If no
satisfactory solution is reached within ________ days,
The grievance shall be discussed by the Association represen
tative and the representatives of the Local Unit grievance 
committee with the Hospital administrator and/or any other 
members of management designated by the Hospital to handle 
grievances at this step. If no satisfactory solution is 
reached within ________ days,
The grievance shall be submitted to arbitration before an 
impartial umpire agreed upon by the Association and the 
Hospital.

C. If the Association and the Hospital fail to agree upon the arbitrator
within ________  days after arbitration is requested in writing, the
arbitrator shall be selected by ____ ____________________. Hearings
shall begin ________  days after the arbitrator has been selected. The
decision of the arbitrator which shall be final and binding upon both 
the Association and the Hospital shall be rendered within days
after the hearings have closed. The fees and expenses for the arbitra
tor, if any, will be shared equally by the Hospital and the Association.

D. Members of the Local Unit Grievance Committee and the aggrieved shall 
be permitted to spend the necessary amount of time during their 
scheduled working hours in handling grievances under the outlined 
procedure.

ARTICLE XXIII - ACCESS BY ASSOCIATION REPRESENTATIVES

The Hospital shall allow representatives of the Association to visit the 
Hospital at all reasonable times to ascertain whether or not the contract
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is being observed and to assist in adjusting grievances. The Association 
representatives shall advise the Hospital of such visits before or at the 
time of entering the Hospital.

ARTICLE XXIV - GENERAL PROVISIONS

This contract dated ______________________ shall continue in full force
and effect from ______________________ to ______________________  and from
year to year thereafter. Sixty (60) days prior to the expiration date 
thereof, as herein provided, either party may initiate negotiations for 
renewal, or renewal and modification, or a new agreement. In the event 
such notice to renew or modify is given the parties shall meet not later 
than ten (10) days after date of such notice for the purpose of negoti
ations. All notices provided for in this contract shall be served by 
registered mail, return receipt requested, and, if served upon the Hospital,
shall be directed to its place of business a t _________ ;
or if served upon the Association, shall be directed to its office at
________________________  or at such other address as either party shall
have furnished to the other in writing.
This contract supersedes the contract of _____________________________
which is hereby terminated.

APPENDIX A

In witness whereof the parties hereto have executed this contract this 
________ day of ________________ , 19 ____ .

State Nurses' Association Hospital
By: ___________________________

(SNA Staff Representative)
By:

(Local Unit Chairman)

Source: The American Nurses Association, New York, New York, February 14, 1967.
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"LABOR UNION CHARGE A DISCREDIT"
(Iowa Nurses's Association Bulletin, Vol. 17, 1963)

LABOR UNION CHARGE A DISCREDIT
HERE'S WHY ------

Over the past months, the American Nurses’ Association has had 
numerous reports of efforts to label the association a labor union and 
thereby to discourage nurses from joining or continuing membership in 
their professional organization. We have, therefore, prepared the attached 
statement for use in informing nurses about the situation.

We believe you will agree this information is of importance to all 
nurses, especially to those in hospital employment. In some areas the 
statement will be of particular interest to nurses employed in Veterans 
Administration hospitals.

So that nurses will be able to factually refute the misinformation, 
we hope you will circulate the statement as widely as possible.

Committees and individual nurses directly involved with Association 
membership promotion efforts may find this statement helpful.

Reports have come to the attention of the American Nurses' Associ
ation that nurses are being challenged by hospital administrators and 
others in their working environment with assertions that their professional 
organization is actually a union and does not represent the professional 
interest of nurses. The term "union" apparently is being used in an at
tempt to discredit the professional nursing organization and discourage 
membership. Its use seems intended to confuse nurses about their legiti
mate professional needs and aspirations, and their status as professional 
persons.

Because the issue as of concern to many members of the profession, 
it is important to review the purposes of a professional organization and 
to point out the essential differences between them and those of a union.

Basically, a labor union is an organization of wage earners whose 
primary objective is improvement of wages and working conditions. Members 
of a union may comprise both skilled and unskilled workers or only those 
engaged in a specific trade or craft.

A professional association is unique in that all members must belong 
to the same profession, share a body of knowledge and skill and be charac
terized by a degree of altruism which society does not expect from other 
working groups.

A hallmark of a profession is that its members are granted the right 
to practice by society, through examination and licensure by the state 
government. Society also expects a profession to be autonomous and self-

APPENDIX B
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regulating. This imposes on the profession an obligation to continually 
elevate its standards so that it can adequately serve and protect the 
public. To do this, the profession, through its organization, takes on a 
wide variety of functions. It must be concerned with standards of edu
cation, practice and services.

Advancement of clinical and professional knowledge, encouragement 
of nursing research, concern for health legilsation and the nation's nurs
ing needs, are but a few indications of ANA's functions as a professional 
organization.

If ANA did not have an economic security program the association 
would still exist. If a labor union ceased representing its members, it 
would no longer have a reason to exist.

However, the economic interest of members is one legitimate and 
important concern of a professional association. This is a protective 
interest which indirectly benefits the public. The economic reward must 
be such as to enable the practitioner to perform effectively and to enable 
the profession to recruit qualified people to its ranks, in the interest 
of qualified nursing care for the public.

In protecting its economic interest, every profession will choose 
the means appropriate to it. For the self-employed, this may be recommended 
fee schedules. For employees, some form of collective process is adopted. 
Salaried professionals increasingly use group techniques. In certain 
situations, even the self-employed use collective processes to set equitable 
fees for their services.

Officials of state and/or local medical societies negotiate 
standard fee schedules for performance of specific services and procedures 
with Blue Shield Associations and state workment's compensation boards.
Under the Department of Defense medicare system for military dependents, 
state medical societies negotiate fee schedules with representatives of the 
department.

However, eighty-six percent of all professional nurses are salaried 
employees. Thus their economic interests are separate and different from 
those of the independent professional. These interests are also different 
from those of their employers. In keeping with their occupational settings 

in hospitals, agencies, clinics —  professional nurses have chosen 
collective bargaining to achieve improved economic status.

Where nurses have negotiated matters of working conditions and 
salary, the collective bargaining technique has proved orderly and effective. 
An important additional outcome is improved employer—employee relationships 
—  essential for good patient care.

Labor laws which were written to apply to the structure and function
ing of labor unions do not directly apply to the professional associations. 
However, because of its economic security program, ANA is in some areas

APPENDIX B
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governed by provisions of these laws. This does not mean that ANA or 
SNA are labor unions. It means only that the laws must be interpreted in 
accordance with ANA's unique characteristics as a professional organization.

Since every profession is obligated to protect its economic inter
ests, charges that ANA is a labor union because it advocates the use of 
group techniques are spurious. Collective bargaining is neither more nor 
less professional than methods employed by other professions. It is 
simply different, and only the abuse of the collective process is unpro
fessional.

Today, one of the most critical problems organized nursing faces 
in its effort to meet national needs for nursing care, is its low place 
on the economic scale. That reason alone should be sufficient to press 
for immediate improvement and to strongly support, rather than undermine, 
ANA's efforts to achieve that objective.

APPENDIX B
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STATEMENT OF THE CHA BOARD OF TRUSTEES 
CONCERNING EMPLOYER-EMPLOYEE RELATIONS

APPENDIX C

Introduction

Catholic hospitals provide a unique opportunity for the fulfillment of the 
Christian Apostolate of the care of the injured and infirm. They are a 
vital and integral part of the work of the Church.

The primary purpose of Catholic hospitals is to relieve suffering and re
store health in a Christian manner which demands competence, mercy, love and 
respect. Such purpose and philosophy require special dedication to the 
patient and his welfare on the part of all who participate and contribute 
to his care. To achieve this mission, Catholic hospitals are to be guided 
by the social teaching of the Church. They should, in a spirit of justice 
and respect for human dignity, recognize their responsibility to provide an 
opportunity for happiness, personal achievement and security for those who 
participate in this form of Christian service.
This statement by the Board of Trustees is not to suggest that hospitals 
should seek unions or encourage their employees to form a union. The union
ization or non-unionization is the decision of the employees themselves.
This statement concerns some of the basic principles which must be considered 
in hospital labor-management relations.

Statement of Basic Principles 
Employer-Employee Relations 
We Believe

1. Hospitals have an obligation to furnish equitable terms and conditions 
of employment for their employees.

2. Hospital employee practices should conform to all standards established 
by competent public authority.

3. Remuneration and benefits furnished employees should compare favorably 
with those that prevail for the community for comparable occupations.

4. Hospitals should adopt and observe standards of enlightened personnel 
practices.

5. Hospitals should recognize that employees have a right to form or join
a union or association of their own choosing for the purpose of represen
tation in bargaining with their employers and, further, that employees 
should be free of any reprisal for the exercise of such rights. Hos
pitals should likewise recognize the right of employees to choose not 
to be represented by a union.

6. Hospitals should be prepared to deal with such unions or associations 
should the employees elect to be represented by them.
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We further believe that collective bargaining with employee unions or asso
ciations must recognize the following rights of hospitals :
1. Hospitals have the right and obligation to determine that the union or 

association does in fact represent a majority of the employees.

2. Hospitals have the right to expect that the unit of representation is 
appropriate for representation.

3. Hospitals have the right and the obligation to determine that the organi
zation representing employees recognizes the character of service hos
pitals provide, and the implied responsibilities that flow therefrom, 
particularly, the necessity of affording uninterrupted service.

4. Hospitals have the obligation to have that kind of counsel which alerts 
them to the implications of different types of labor provisions and as
sists them in avoiding those errors in contract language which would 
make their task of operating the hospital more difficult.

5. Hospitals have the right to be represented by competent industrial re
lations counsel and/or form associations with other hospitals in a com
munity for the purpose of doing joint collective bargaining.

APPENDIX C

Source: Catholic Hospital Association, Board of Trustees, "Employer-
Employee Relations," Hospital Progress, Vol. 48 (November, 1967),
p. 61
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AMERICAN NURSES ASSOCIATION 
OUTLINE OF PREREQUISITES FOR EFFECTIVE NEGOTIATION 

BY PROFESSIONAL EMPLOYEES, WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO NURSES

APPENDIX D

A. Organizational Prerequisites

1. Substantial majority of all those to be bargained for as active 
members of the professional association in question.

2. Close working relationship between state officers of the asso
ciation and officers of the local unit.

3. Continuous and candid communication between officers and mem
bers .

4. Good working relationship between professional society and 
other employee groups in related occupations.

B. Informational Prerequisites

1. Complete and current factual information on salaries, fringe 
benefits and other working conditions.

2. Defined and feasible goals to achieve in negotiation.
3. Relevant comparative data for relating to B(l) and B(2) above.
4. Complete knowledge on applicable legislation, if any.

5. Thorough briefing on the probable counter-arguments or alterna
tive data to be used by the other party.

6. File of suitable contract clauses on all relevant subjects to 
be used as needed when other party rejects language you propose 
initially.

C. Attitudinal Prerequisites

1. Shared conviction that negotiation on salaries and other employ
ment conditions is thoroughly compatible with professional conduct 
and ethics.

2. Genuine unity in approach to achieving goals set for negotiation.

3. Need to understand, if not to empathize with, the goals and moti
vations of the other party with whom you are negotiating.

4. Development of a shared philosophy that organized representation 
for negotiating improved conditions is an essential procedure
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to raising professional standards and to improving service. Also 
essential to attracting qualified new prospects and to re-activat
ing those who have left because of poor economic and status 
conditions.

D. Barriers to Satisfying the Prerequisites Listed Above 
(with reference to nurses as such)
1. Insufficient membership strength.
2. Conflict of attitudes within membership.
3. Inadequately informed members.

4. Local and state officers have too many responsibilities to permit 
concentrated attention to priorities discussed here
a. Time constraints.
b. Staff shortages.

5. Absence of adequate factual information.
6. Legal handicaps.

7. Attitudes of many hospital administrators and doctors.

8. Difficulties in defining the "area of representation" (i.e., the 
appropriate bargaining unit).

9. Difficulties in meeting the need for trained, informed negotiators.

Source The American Nurses Association.
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